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EDITORIAL NOTE 

The idea for this collection of essays in anthropology has cane 
from the graduate stu.dents of the Sub-Faculty of Anthropology at 
O:ford: in particular from those of the Institute of Social .Anthropology 
and the Department of Ethnology. Papers given at graduate seminars, 
and preliminary ideas arising from work for the Diplomas and higher 
degrees, very often merit wider circulation and discussion, without 
necessarily being ready for fomalpublication in professional journals. 
There is a need for some intermediate form of exchange. The Oxford 
University Anthropological Society has agreed to act as publisher for 
this venture and bas estab~ished a Journal Sub-Committee for the 
purpose. The Dditors are grateful to the Radcliffe-BrolIn I:.iemorial 
Fund fora subsidy tm help with the initial cost. 

It is hoped to produce at least one issue per term. Articles will 
be \1elcomed from Diploma, B.Litt. and D.Phil. students in social and 
other branches of anthropology, and from people in related disciplines 
interested in social anthropology. Letters, comments, reviews, and 
similar material, as well as contributions from tutors, will also be 
welcome. It is hoped that these essays in anthropology will provide a 
focus for tIle discussion of work being done at Oxford. It will make it 
easier for research students to avoid any -tendency to become isolated, 
and for Diploma students' to enter into discussion across tutorial 
boundaries. For the present, it is preferred that the main emphasis 
should be upon analytical discussion rather than on description or 
ethnography. . ' 

This first issue has ·bad to be rather more hurriedly produced 
than we should have wished in or-der to get it ou:t this term. This was 
due to the initial problems of organisation and finance. and the 
editors ask indulgence for its deficiencies, in pa:rticular some lack 
of format 'and bibliographical reference from paper to paper. The 
general theme in this issue lies in problelllS of anthropology and 

. philosophy, or of anthropology .!! philosophy. The contributors will 
naturally welcome any caruments on their views, and we are grateful to 
them for agreeing to start off this journal. 

FORMAT 

Papers should be as short as is D8cess~ to get points over.
 
As a general rule, they should Dot exceed 4,000 words, but a vide
 
.range ot shorter contributions will be welcome. For future issues,
 
papers should be submitted following the convent ions tor citations ,
 
notes, and references used in the ABA monographs. Communications
 
shou.ld be addressed to the Editors at the Oxford University Institute
 
of Social Anthropology, 51 Banbury Road, Oxford.
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lmANING FOR ~dHCM? 

'Philosophy does not leave everytlling just as it is, but hot.,. it is GOing to leave 
things is a matter of delicate historical prophecy rather than a priori deductions 
from pre-established philosophical viel'lpoints.' 1 

'rTe can add - and hOlf does everything leave .Philosophy? Rather than attempting 
to present systematically '"That is lllvolved in philosophice..l as opposed to other . 
foms of understanding, I discuss instead various anthropologically-based 
issues. Issues which suggest that an understanding of certain aspects of 
philosophy is as imperative to the anthropologist as is knowledge to the field
lfork situation, literary understanding and ability to apply various scientific 
procedures and theories. Some of these issues \1ill involve us in speaking in 
'relevance of' terms; this is largely an organisational device' and should not 
reflect a maginot line mentali~J in any- unnecessazy sense. 

First, that any f-orm of anthropological understanding involves philosophical 
pre-suppositions. This . involves disputing an inference which can be dravm. from 
Vico's viall ('Philosophy contemplates reason, ,'rhence comes knoll1edge of the true; 
philology·' (science) o~serves the autllori ty of human choice, l'l'hence comes conscious
ness of th,e certain') to the effect that there necessarily need to bQ a tension 
in anthropology betvleen these two supposedly disparate modes of understanding. 

Traditionally, no such di~tinction existed - philosophy contributed to the 
understanding of particular matters of fact; scientific and philosopllical explana
tions were blurred in that. philosophyllSS env:i.saged as though it 't'lere the queen 
of sciences. ~1ith the increasing autonomy of the sciences, the empiricists and 
rationalists differently re-eonceived the role of philosophy. TIle 18th century 
empiricists remained, at least in part, scientists: HUL.J.e and his Scottish school 
attempted to found philosophical tlleories about man and society on an empirical 
science of man, attempting to re-integrate society lTith nature through the 
reductive analysis of l1uman. phenomenB, in order to ascertain tIle necessary founda
tion of society. Bume himself wrote the first comparative study of religion. 
",,\ strong tendency in the work of tIle school was to react agains t earlier philo
sophical theories of society ,"lhich were seen to be charters for political 
action; as myths. 

And so began the long history of variot1.s logiSUl.e; attempts, that· is, to 
contribute to the philosophical understanding of human nature through scientific 
endeavour. Such is the basis of Comtets positive philosophy, of Durkheim's 
sociologism, of the psycologism of Levi-5trauss and Chomsky. ADd finally, of 
the comprehensive atte~ptB of both Cassirer and Sebag to analyse the mind through 
its linguistic expression in various forms of discourse. 

Against this alrareness of the relevance of philosophical spec'l.llation about· 
human nature, stands the other dominant strand. ofantbro·pological thought. A 
variety which combines a sociological interest with 'phrasing the problem of 
anthropology, and the conceptual schemes it has adopted., according to the 
patterns llhich belong to the scientific tradition of llestern civilization of 
the past century.' 3 The tendency was to envisage scient ific explanation as a 
sui-generis sphere of operation, fall~ out of any philosophical frameli'ork. 
Observation and inductive procedures. (the hope that in some lfay the facts lIould 
constitute and so explain themselves), left no room for speculation. 

-::1bat arguments can be brought to bear against these varieties of scientism? 
Or, more graphically, who is the greater ~ Radcliffe-Brown or L8vi-Strauss? Both 
have been criticised, but. that directed against the former authorities scientism 
and all its associated narrowness, is surely of a more fundamental nature than 
that entailed by those who criticise L~vi-Strauss on the grounds that his dictum) 
truth is of reason rather than of fact, has led him into a vQlNo a·prio.rism. 

I list a series of observations, each set of which presents different 
reasons for the advisability of retaining a philosophical perspective. 

(a) That despite the methodological autonomy of science itself, its 
basis is inherently speculative•. In the sense that no kno'tfledge is absolute, 
science is founded on as many myths as is liter8r'J criticism. Popper 4 . 
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especially argues that sc1entili~-understandingis, fundamentally, based on" the 
same inborn expectations as is any o~ of-knowledge. Heisenberg 5 
is in broad agreement: science is founded in the fundamentals of our existence; 

'the object of research is no longer nature itself, but rather nature exposed
 
to man's questions, and to this extent man here also meets himself.' Finally,
 
both Harre and Collingwood6 have traced the extent to which natural phenomena
 
have beenre-interpreted during recent European history, according to the
 
conceptual blue print applied.
 

(b) The cultural neutrali~ of the social sciences is even mor~ suspect 

Bryson7 writes that comprehensive philosophical ideas tare to be seen as the
 
"gep.eralised ancestors" of particular social theories t (she concludes that the
 
chie.£ theoretical background of the modern social sciences lies in 18th century
 
SCQ.tland). More specifically, Leach8 has traced the foundation of Malinowski's
 
body of theory to the pragmatic philosophy of William James, to suggest that
 
Malinowski's non-critical application of this philosophy is a characteristic
 
he shares with Radcliffe-Brown's equally non-critical application of the
 
philosophy of J.S. Mill. 'On a broader scale, Honigsheim9 suggests an identi 

fication of the various philosophical orientations which have served to distin

guish American from European anthropology.
 

(c) And finally, in so far as Winch's view that 'any worthwhile study of 
society must be philosophical in character and any worthwhile philosophy must be 
concerned with the nature of human society' ,10 is correct, it is apparent 
that even if we discount Winch's view and admit scientific explanation as valuable, 
such explanation cannot be divorced from the neo-philosophical task of conceptual 
understanding. and the philosophical issues this entails (for instance - the 

.	 extent to which understanding in terms of reasons is .incompatible wi. th e~lanation 

in terms of causes, which in turn raises the rules-of-prdCedure problem. ll ) 
,"For	 now it suffices to say that almost any problem if pursued far enough, 
exposes a philosophical nature. For instance Belli wri tea that if the subject 
matter of sociology is meaningful behaviour, then the social scientist must 
necessarily get involved 'in the knotty problem of the relation of thought to action. 

In attempting to expose the extent to which both science and philosophy are, 
althOUgh to very differing degrees, both speculative and so not absolutely 
culturally neutral, it has not been my intention to argue for such extreme 
positions as presented, for instance, by Gellner and Goldmann (Gellner12 - that 
anthropology is, at least implicitly, 'a classification and evaluation of 
societies,' and Goldmann'sl~ view that social philosophy is today much as it 
was when Hume critised it. For although there might ~ a certain degree .. of truth 
in such tontentions,14 it seems to me that the greatest danger lies not in the 
influence of one's vested interests, but through forgetting that theories and 
viewpoints are not in any sense absolute and~. It is for this reason that 
Leach wrote Rethinking AnthropologY. But what, I suggest, he did not sufficiently 
stress is that a philosophical perspective affords an 'objective' stance from 
which to argue for and against theories, discuss the structure of concepts and 
the nature of what we are stUdying; in sum a critical perspective to help us 

"avoid the tinfection t15 of blindscientism.	 . 

However, it must be stressed that social theorising is inseparable from
 
philosophical speculation. Lukes16 traces the extent to which the very
 
different interpretations of nineteenth century industrial European society
 

. given bJ' Marx and Durkheimcan be attributed to their fundamentally different
 
hypotheses about the nature of man and society-. , And so, how their interpretations
 
renect their moral and idealist aspirations. Also in the nineteenth century,~
 

it is possible to discern the extent to which popular scientific paradigms
 
renected and innuenced mass value systems - .hence the scientist, social
 
scientist and public met in their respective theorising about evolution,
 
other peoples, and race.
 

I do not think that such considerations, despite what the Marxist would argue, 
bear so heavily today. But the point still remains that at least on certain 
issues, the anthropologist faces a moral decision in deciding between certain 
basic theories of man and society. To perpetuate the system through non-eritical 
involvement? To allow a fellow anthropologist who is scientifically convinced 
of a racist theory to remain a teaching member of the profession? And finally, 
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hOlf can Sartre ('Freedom 18 the irreducibility of the cultural to the natural 
order') view Marvin Harris? 

Given the fact that philosophy is speculative, arguing only to conclusions 
of an irrefutable status as opposed to tIle nature of scientific proof, in l'1hat 
sense can anthropology be enVisaged as constituting the empirical branch of 
philosophy? Ayer17 takes a typical stand against comprehensive empirical 
evidence, arguing in his article that a priori discussion relying on examples 
drawn from common experience, ·is an adequate basis from l-lhich to 'solve' various 
problems belonging to the socia.l sciences. Else'tr-lhere, he "rrites: 'Philosophical 
theories are not tested by ob·servation. TIley are neutral ~1ith respect to 
particular matters of fact. ,18 HOl-lever, Ayer's philosophy is 'pure t to a 
degree rlhich is not possible, for instance, in much recent »-lork on the philosophy 
of mind. Hampshire shares wi th his American colleagues a certain tension between 
scientific procedures and the employment of reason. He ltTrites that his conclusioDi 
are not based on anthropology - 'for the philosophical understandil1g there is 
no need to look to primitive man' .19 For he is interested instead in dis
tinguishing 'the general ~ those features of language that are oontingent 
upon a particular social order. 

vlhen the anthropologist or modern linguist aims to discern universal and 
necessary conditions, the essential nature of certain phenomena, they tend to 
work through the phenomena in a systematically empirical fashion. Later in his 
book Hampshire realises the necessity for this - 'philosophy as linguistic 
analysis is therefore un\fillingly lured into a kind of descriptive anthropology'; 
the fundamentals of mind can only be reached '·through the observ:':!,tion of suc
cessive fonnsof the social expressions of mind. t Cassirer also realises the 
necessity of SUCll an empirical task - 'the philosophy of mind involves Lluch 
more than a theory of lmol'lledge; it involves also a theoIjT of prelogical con
ceptions and expressions, and their final culmination in reason and factual 
kno't'iledge I • 

In commonsense terms it would seem that as anthropology loses its autonomous 
hold over its boxed subject matter, the primitive, 'and so develops its Social 
Anthropology as opposed to Social Anthropology, logism contributions can only 
increase. And that these will bear most directly on such philosophical topics 
as 'theories' of cognition, of knowledge, aesthetics, innate ideas. 20 Xurtz,21 
in a brief article, argues for the relevance of empirical research to phil
osophy, and indicates tlle absurdity of a situation in ,rhich philosophers viel"l 
logism in the l'10rst possible light, llhereas for some anthropologists such 
a contribution would· belong to the theorem. Ach conceived psyc1101ogy as 
experimental philosophy many years ago. Chomsq takes the same line today; 
and Chomsq is criticised just as severeJ.y22 as Ach was, even though he is 
cautious in his suggestions to philosophy. 

A rather different variety of contribution can be discussed insofar as 
social· philosophy is ·concerned. In terms of philosophical interest in the' 
nature of 'meta features' (rules, translation, classification, belie:t23) 
anthropologists have, at least until recently, limited their interes't to the 
actual social llorkiDg-out of these phenomena, leaving the philosopher' to 
abstract out interesting issues and. problelJS. Insofar as philosophy is opposed 
to science, the less the anthropologist engages in scientifically based 
theorising, the more a philosopher he becomes. In the sense that "hen studying 
a primitive economic system the anthropologist 'becomes I an economist, so too 
does he become a philosopher when he studies conceptual systems.24 To return 
briefly to Vico, in the former case explanation is acquired through reduction 
from full native sui-generis meaning to the formal models of science, whereas 
in the'second' case, reason alone can prevail it the system is to be understood 
in its initial fullness. 

So, follolling Haines25 definition of social philosophy (the interpretation 
and discovery of the logic of man's relations in a social context) Evans
Pritchard and ~1horf qualify closely. But whereas the anthroPolOgistdi~cts 
his attention to the ph~nomena, the philosopher, following ~rittgenstein2, directs 
his attention 'not towards the phenomena but toward the possibility of phenomena'. 
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Thus lJ1horf's tlork on the cultural nature of time is only weakly philosophical as 
compared with the way v:u-ious Americal1 philosopllers have re~'1or~ed his material • 
.And that although Evans-Pr1tchard and 'Jittgenstein have much in common (both 
stressed meaning as a function of, relative to, various language gatles and not 
as a function of reality in a:ny 'ideal language' sense)27~ Evans-Pritchard 
aims to understand a form of life, whereas ":Jittgenstein \to Gellner'a12 disgust) 
accepts. too form of life. as given. His interests a;re basically in social 
issues. 

To conclude, the divergencies within ph:i.losophy as to the relevance of 
scientifically based research is considerable (compare, for instance, ilinch llith 
Ayerts position). Ev"'en Winch, hOli9ver, avoids empirical research. Soalthough 
philosophy largely escapes anytl1ing anthropology CBoJ.'"1 offer, ant."1ropology can 
never escape philosophical insigl1t and speculation. The s,mmetry of the 
specul~tian/Observationsynthesis is loaded in one direction. 

'* * * * 
Turning from what philosophy means for antl~opologists,28 1 attempt now to 

discern certain problems in the question 'meaning for whom?' as referred to 
unders.lcanding other societies. 

The field-work situation represents the simplest case; to a l~ge extent 
this spell is charact"arised by a growing synthesis between uhat the ~tive me~ 

by an expression and what the anthropologist understands by it. Levi-Btrauss, 
quoting iierleau-Ponty', suggests tllat the basically philosophical nature of 
anthropology is exposed during field~lork. WaismaIIl speaks witIl cODSensus:: 
'Philosophy has as its positiveaim the establishment of new lfays of looking at 
the world' - to defreeze ways of tbinJdng assn alien, to release the mind from 
the tyranny of all the embedded hypotheses of one's own language, so to realise 
the --'true' nature of phenomenal strata in their full specificity, 

The extreme relativist30 in severely diminishing one's innate potential/ 
ability to share other modes of thought is put in a difficult position'tfhen it 
is pointed out to him that lfe seemingly can understand even the most alien native 
terms. I cannot discuss this problem no"" but much of the difficulty obviously 
involves tllmt is meant by understand, grasP. share, mOli', believe etc. To give 
just a fell references: Maclntyre'~31 debate nth various theologians over the 
issue: 'is Understanding religion compel.tible with believing?' raises many of 
the topics discussed in the eighteenth century Under the fom.at of whether 
religious meaning could only be acquired through. revelation, or whether reason 
would suffice ~ understand its full meaning•. Lonergan, (according to Barden) 
Tillich,Winch· take very different views to those argued by MacIntyre, .especially 
over the extent to which 'sharing' involves evoking om's established criteria of 
word meaning .. that words do not denote internal mental states, but instead that 
their meaning is to be equated with word usage.33 This position suggests that 
the anthropologist does not have to feel with the native in order to understand 
the native. Perhaps agaiDSt this stands Jasperts phenomenological position: 
'the sclerosis of objectivity is the anni],ilation of ~be real na.ture of human 
existence. t And finally, the view has been put forward that the fieldworker is 
in a no more difficult situation than the non-believer learning to understand 
the Catholic service as rendered in Latin. 

* * * * 
We touch upon some of these points la.ter. But now I want to turn"to the
 

region of greater ditficulty - what happens when the fieldwo:rker ,With t1fosystems
 
of meaning 'grasped', comes to translate tbem.
 

Bade1'4 gives a commonsense view - we understand other societies (a) in' 
their terms ('subjective) and (b) in terms at general principles - tor as 
anthropologists we ~co-ordinate our knOWledge tlith some degree of Objectivity.'5 
AB can be envisaged, Nadel places great import:mce on the role of the017 in 
effecting translation into tl18formal (scient~ic) code of' discourse at anthro
pology. Theories as 'applied' during fieldwork and at home, reorganise the facts 
into theoretical intelligibility. 
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In direct opposit~on to this stands 1·linch. He considers that tmder
standi.ng another society consists only in making explicit l1hat is already implicit, 
so rejecting any form 'of scientific explanation. The reasons lilly ilinch takes this 
view are complex. Footnote (11) and Clammer's article (see. below) cover the 
basic points. :t-1aclntyre's criticism of l"linch in his 1967 article (Aristotelian 
Society) combined ~dth Banaji's article (see below) indicate other disadvwrtages 
associated with the making ~le implicit/explicit theo~. 

Instead of developing tllese criticisms, I 'tiant to argue that both Nadel's 
and :1inch's ideas about how to make a primitive society intelligible are extreme. 
The former's in that meaning for the native is obscured, the latter in that l-Tinch 
does not appear to realise that iranslat ion necessarily involves tlleorising. He 
admits that trUl1s1ation must involve tIle addition of concepts alien to the native 
system of meaning, but fails to realise thlt our concepts are of tell of a higll1Jr 
theoretical order. 

Since translation involves re-classification of native criteria of identity 
and judgment into terms of our criteria, it is, I feel, essential. for anthro
pologists to o.ttewpt to understand 't'lhat ia involved in the logic of transla/cion. 
1"linch gives us no criteria to help us either in relating various native 'tfords 
to oUr theories and concepts. or in terms of tlle problem of organizing native 
words into the greatly increased intelligibility which follows through relating 
them structurally. His idea of a social science is only a fil"St step even if' 
we do not add scientific criteria of' intelligibility. 

Historically, anthropologists have approached the problem of translation 
from: 

(a) the ethnocentric point of Viel'l - particularly common in the nineteenth 
century, llhen attertpts 'fere made to elevate notions dralln from particular language 
games to the level of universal applicability in orde~ to fulfill the needs of 
comparison. Pitkin and Leach (Rethinking Anthropo.logy) relate this to inductive 
procedures. It is unlikely that this is a useful approach from 't-mich to 
dev:elop universal semantics. I~ot only does it vacillate Delong a lO't"Test common 
denominator and highest common factor spectrum, but other societies are in
terpreted, constituted through our conceptual blinkers. The words sacred, 
incest, mana at·c. belong to this category. Do ,Te in fact require universally 
applicable (in what sens(f) definitions for, say, the family? IJIurdock seems 
to think so - yet look at all the obvious faUings of his Social Structure. 

(b) Structural approach - it is, I think, possible to envisage a spectrum 
of concepts - (approximate). 

FOID-1A.L ETHNOCEETRIC/RELi\TlVE 

Lo"J.-c hierarchy natural pur sacred priest~ structure e belief
analytical concepts duality cultural impure profane incest 

descriptive concepts 

Moving from left to righ't, the sci.entific status of concepts devoid of 
cultural content declines gradually as the component of langUage game' specificity 
increases. And. so the advisability of atteiJpting definitive definitions decreases.; 

The extent to which descriptive concepts can be given structural definitions 
varies. At oneertreme it is almost impossible - for such notions as belief and 
the psychological verbs~ the criteria of application are almost totally culturally 
bound.. At an intermediary level lfefind sueb:concepts as pure or impure. These 
are culturally bound in a way in ~rhich the more (see however· (6» scientifically 
based oppoaitionssuch as nature/Culture are not. But, as Dumont demonstrates, 
in selecting the main articulation points of the pure/impure oppositicm (i.e. ~ 
relating the term strtlcturally, to otller concepts' related by the various logics, 7 
of polarity, analogy etc.), structuralisation and so a relatively neutral trans- . 
lation can be effected. We can tlliIlk also of ll0W Van Gennep trBJ.lslated the cultural 
specificity of Rites de passage'}and Levi-Strauss· totemism:ia:ln neutral terms. 
Or of the manner in Wllich apparently meaniDgless (for us) nati.ve associations 
can be made intelligible (to us). And finally, at the opposite extreme, a 
native classification of, say trees, can be given definite structurel definitions 

6 
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in that if this classification is only based on certain objective criteria 
(tall, tmd, edible etc.) there is no need to abstract the structures in the 
same way as is necessary when the tams: are involved in complex language games. 

(c) The cuIturnl relativists t posi tion - lie have seen that whereas the 
logic of hierarchy is culturally neutral, priests are not. Anc). that a structural 
definition, being relatively devoid of meaning in native te:rns, cannot express 
native meaning as adequately as a translation (or eo ~Jinch hopes) of that actual 
native meaning. Sinc'e such translation is imperfect, the position of relativism 
is unavoid:ablo. The extent to which ~'!i·~tgenstein's vie~e support his 
is I think, more deba.table than ~linch allows. !lielsen, ufor one, argues that 
11ittgenstein1 s position does not necessarily entail relativism. HO\leVer, from 
.Bam brough I a39 presentation of ''1ittgenstein' s 'Family resemblances' theory of 
universals and how it dissolves the problems as formulated by the realists and 
nominalists, 'trIe can readily discern tlle extent to whicll a viell claiming that 
all that games have in canmon is that they are games is attractive to a 
~Jinchian variety fideist. 

11incll, in reaotion to"a Durkheimian position of treating social facts as 
·things and other foms of scientism, is surely correct in stressing tllat 'M'Ug'le 
is M~~let • Presumably though he would have to translate lIugl-le as 'Priest' 
tlhich 't'lauld involve theory in (a) discerning a critical element out of tbe v~rious 
language games in which tlle various instanc,es of the family called .+Mugwe'is 
manifested in terms of meaning, (b) in approXimating this eritical unit, meaning, 
11ith (0) a similar critical element in the home voca.bulary. This can only be a 
nomi..Y1alistic definition lrhen ·;lords such as priest are concerned; so 1-1ittgenstein's 
'solution' is not followed. 

But through combining a family resemblance approach, ~"1listic analysis 
with (a) not translating certain critical terms in any critical sense (:'~a:ns
Pritchard never defines ~ as God) am. (b) a structural approach, allol'Ting in 
some sense the semantic patterns to speak for" tb.emselves with (c) the hypothesing 
of structures.,J both the pitfalls of relativism and ethnocentrism can in part be 
a-.zoided. 

The relativists t argument can, ho't'1ever, be present edin a much more ex
treme form (see_ note 30). Extreme in the sense that although structural under
standing (for' us) is not directly threatened, it is il1.d.il~ectly" insofar as since 
Ye~ve ~o understand other cultures semantically (for themselves) before 
structures can be discerned, if this semantic intelligibili~ is not possible, 
nothing much else can follow. 

Although ~linch writes 'the concepts we have settle for us the experiences 
we~ve of the world' and 'there is no norm for intelligibility in general' he 
does not suggest that inter-social conoepts are in any sense incommensurable. 
In fact, he supports Vico's view that 'tllere must be in the nature of man a 
mental language common to all nations which uniformly @.TaBPS tIle substance of 
things feasible in human social lii'e and expresses it llith as many diverse 
modifications as ·these same things may have diverse aspects'. The theories we 
now present do not stop at this cultural relativism but introduce the idea of 
mental relativism. ' 

First, the Sapir/Yhorf hypothesis; that basic linguistic categories are
 
derived from social organisation, so that the universal constants in language
 
1fou~d necessarily refiect .only certain empirica.l uniformities in social life
 
e-.nd the conditional necessitiesot human communication. For Sapir, since
 
societies live in differmt worlds, c:ltegoriso.tions of G%perienceis in terms of
 
unlike prime categories. ~ degree of incommensurability all but makes
 
comparison impossible. To a much greater degree than in Boas's theory of limited.
 
relativism, natural logic {that the cognitive processes of all men have something
 
iIi commo~is as severely threatened as in the work of Levy-Bruhl or Cassirer.
 
Iil Durkheimt s case, although he also was arguing against e:ny a priori basis of
 
morality and logic in suggesting tllat categories are founded in the 8ocial,
 
commensurability is stressod to a much greater extent; as seen, for instance,
 
in his usage of the word 'sacred I •
 

These theories suffer, fortunc..tely for &n!FP0100, DOt only ~ the 
fact that they are ill-formulated and unproven, but in that alternative hypothesis, 
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of much greater power, have been recently developed. The li'ork of men as 
diverse as Levi-5trauss, lleedham and Chomsky, has suggested that language" 
together uith certain aspects of socia-cultura.l life, 'mirrors certain 
universal properties of the mind. Cognitive psychologists 'such as Vygotsky, 
Bruner, Piaget, Hubel and \1ie8el.42 From another point of vie'1, philosophers 
such as Clarke, Nielson, Rees and various philosophers of education (such as 
Hirst) have also argued that various modes of thought do not stand in relation
ships of a.bsolute autonomy. 

Needham43 1vrites that 'the more nearly a cultural phenomenon approaches 
.the universal, the more necessary it is to explain it in terms of the general 
psychic character of man. I Here then is a slightly dif'ferent basis ,on 1'1hich 
to base a transcultural language, a language with properties sufficient to avoid 

Igross misinterpretation; forit belongs to 11hat it interprets. Such a language, 
more fundamentally even than the varieties of structuralism we have so far dis
cussed, can be termed theoretical realism. For instance, as a hypothesis it 
is arguable that the fundamental nature of the mind accords to such processes 
as we term dualism, polarity, metaphor; or, at a larger scale, as the various 
mentalities - religious, symbolic, theocratic etc. As univ.ersals, these terms 
belong to native thought, yet make it i.,'rJ.telligible to us llho can only truly 
understand, 'for instance, informal logic, if rle stand outside it, in the formal 
realm. 

S.uch a basis vlould seen to me to De more adequate tban other attempts to 
found 'ideal languages t (in both senses of the uo rd, that is, as a 'third 
language' or language as various logical. positivists conceived it). Briefly, 
Gellner, Lounsbury, ~Iurdock, r~Ierton, Feuer, Redfield, Jung and various pheno
menologists of religion have all attempted to discern. other universal features 
on l'1hich to base transcultural intelligibility. These range from the biology of 
kinship (Gellner, and Lounsbury' s30 componential analysis of kinship) to a basis 
in supposedly universal existential world states (Feuer,44 Murcock but is this 
not also implied. in Van.Gennep's.and Hertz's theories?)t or in universal psychic 
states in Jungian style. 

It seems clear then that there are several bases for universal commonality 
and so universal intelligibility. But uhat happens if \'1e ask - hO"l can commonality 
be discerned vnlen concepts such as belief are concerned? Needham ~~ites45 
anthropology is 'primarily the empirical investigation of human understanding by 
means of the comparative study of cultural categories t (not of experience itself), 
so it is essential that problems associated ~dth 'universal semantics' be faced.46 
The problem in brief, is meaning for whom? and in' terms of whose criteria of 
intelligibility? Whose language games? 

* * * * 
A true conclusion to this paper is impossible, for I have only begun to 

approacll the more difficult problems. In general, vIe have been discussing the 
contribution philosophical speculation can make in assessing the extent to which 
understanding of cultures as our various sub.jects is incompatible 1vi th the anthro
pologist constituting ·theIn· as obj ects ~lithin an I objective' sphere' of discourse. 
It could be objected, however, that the philosopher has little to contribute; 
after all, he has never gone into the field. lJho is '"linch'that he can say that 
Levi-5trauss I s Savage IJind is philosophically unsound in terms of 1"linch' s idea 
of a social science? Or that to translate God speaking to Job through the 
clouds into scientific language is inexcusable? . 

Although I might be retracting from the general position which I presented, 
think that it is strongly arguable that philosophers such as'Nietzche47 and 

Popper48 have more to offer than many of the philosophers we have discussed. 
But their contributions, and Wittgensyein's, Hume's etc. are.largely undiscussable 
in any comprehensive sense for they do not t theorise· systematically about our 
concerns. Instead k"le have to salect their' ins ights. 

Finally, and this also goes against the tenor of muoh of \'lhat I have be·en 
saying, rJIax Black sugeests that translation problems are more akin to problems 
of a literar~ order than to those of philosophy. Against this position I quote 
Lounsbury:

I 
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'Partiality to one or .another of these vie~lS (degree of relativity) ma.y
 
considerably influence both one's field observations and one's interpretation of
 
data, and thus one I s conclusions ••• t.
 

and	 llinch 

'the sociologists who misinterpret alien cultures are like .philosophers
 
getting into difficulties over the use of their Olm concepts. I
 

In the last l'esort, the style of ,anthropology uritten is governed by
 
lfhat 'meaningt is relative to; is .the interpretation in philosophical terms?
 
scientific, literary or as through native meaning? ~1here, in fact, is our
 
supposed objectivity? Our ability, I argue, to balance these various modes
 
of meaning, is not only intuitively based; philosophical awareness is also
 
desirable, if not essential.
 

Paul Heelas 
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1AFRICAN \"lITCHCRAFT BELIEFS: TEE DEFIIUTIONAL PROBLEl!I

In any comparative stu~ the initial problem to be faced by the analyst 
is that of defining tlle phenomena he has selected for examination. This is 
rarely an easy task. Whetl1er one focusses on totemism (Golden1treiser 1910; 
Levi-Strauss 1964), marriage (Leacll 1961), incest (Fox 1967), ma:erilineal descent 
(Richards 1990),' ancestor cults (Kopytoff 1968) t or age sets (Eisenstadt 1956), 
usually one of the first things to be found by tlle analyst is the fact t11at a 
single te~ has been used to cover a number of often widely varying, although 
related phenomena. llhen this .happens one may 't-lell be tempted to invent a number 
of nevI terms to cover all 'the p'ossible refractions and ma.nifestations of the 
phenomena· being studied, but as Leach has so \iell demonstrated, this can only 
lead to the excessive-development of terminological classifications, an effort 
that he has so aptly termed 'Butterfly collecting' (1961:2). He strongly 
suggests that 'tie must seek other met110ds of organizing and defining our phenomena. 

Needham has indicated an awareness of this problem as 1'lell, and has pointed 
out that: 

•••social anthropology is in a state of conceptual confl~ion 

expressed in proliferating technical taxonomies and definitional 
exercises, each nel'T field study offering enough ' anomalous t features 
to lead to yet more typological and methodological pronouncements. 
(1963: xli). 

It "1ould probably be a fair statement to say that the tackling of defini
tional problems is one of the most basic tasks to be faced in our discipline 
today. Real advances in our understanding of social phenomena can onl~r' be made 
throuch intensive comparative analysis aimed at establishing workable definitions 
as Hell as the essential features arid range of. variability of the particular 
phe~ooena being examined. 

The s·h~.rly of 'tori tchcraft belief~ is one part icular example of a field of 
stud.~r tb.:~t L..:"' ?;11ffered from a lacl{ of adequate definition. Although ue do not 
find i:: ',;"t~:; . ~~;!".~rature on l1itchcraft beliefs that they are divided into t1ilain 
ty}?oO\ It·J 3U~i··¥,t:;~pe••• Sub-sub-type', (Leach 1961: 3) the Tvlay SOlJe social phenomena 
ha,YG"bAen}· there is, nevertheless, a certain cmount of conceptual confusion about 
't"lb.o:t ~;.,.tt";hc~~-s.ft really is, and the grounds upon 'TtThich it may usefully be distin
guished frum sorce~. 

Turner (1964:322), in a review of Witchcraft and Sorcery in East Africa 
(},Iiddleton and 1iinter 1963), refers to the tterminological ~10od (or jungle') I 
one encounters in reading profes~ional accounts of 't'ritchcraft" beliefs. After 
surveying the lite~atu~ on witchcraft beliefs in' a number of Af'rican societies, 
he concludes, 'It 110uld seem, therefore, from the various usages 't'lhich I have 
discussed that there is little general agreement on the criteria \'1hich distinguish 
sorcery from vIi tchcraft. ' (1964: 322) • _ - " 

Turner is not entirely accurate in making the above statement hmlever. 
1·1ost Africanists base their distinction bet~leen the tl'10 on the one made by Evans

, Pritchard for the Azande, despite the fact that many systems of belief do not 
easily fall into the polar oppositea cha:racterist~c of the "Azande .system. 
Evans-Pritchard states: 

. AZa.l1de believe that some people are ui tches and can ~nJure tllem 
in virtue of an inherent quality. A llitch performs no rite, utters 
no spell, and possesses no medicines. An act of witchcraft is a psychic 
act. They believe also that sorcerers may do tllem ill by performing 
magic rites l"1ith bad medicines. Azande distinguish clearly betlieen· 
witches and sorcerers. (1937:21). 

Although Evans-Pri tchard does -not indic.ate in the Azande tTork that the
 
witch-sorcerer distinction has any wider application beyond Azande socie~, the
 
distinction has, been vTidely adopted by Africanists. Ex~t1ples of its use can
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be found in the work of Schapera (1934a:293-4, 1934b:43); Hunter (1936:275); 
1Iilson (1951:307-8); Gluckman (1955:87); Iviitcheil (1956: 1'53); Bea~tie (1963:
29-30); Douglas (1963:220); Marwick (1963a: 7-8, 1963b:264, 1965a:69, 1965b:2l-5 
1967: 232); l~liddleton and 1'linter (1963: 2); Reynolds (1963:14) and I~Iair (1969:21-3). 

Careful research and analys~s will show that in many cases the use of 
Evans-Pritchard'~.distinction has, hOl'1eVer, been highly inappropriate. Although 
many vlriters do appear to appreciate the fact that their material' ~ay not easily 

.' fit into the Azande frameliork (see for example Schapera 1934a:294, and IJIarvTic~ 
1963a: 7-8), they nevertheless feel they must adopt the terminology, and ,if a 
uitch in tlleir society uses medicines, they tend to 'fall in~o line' as Douglas 
(1967:72) has put it, and the witch ,becomes t~~ed a 'sorcerer'. Exam~les of 
this usage of terms can be found in studies of the Cewa (Iilanlick 1965a), and 
Yao (Mitchell 1956) as well as Douglas's o~m ethnography of the Lele (1963). 

, Douglas states, that 'Evans-Pritchard••• vigorously disavowed the intention 
of foisting a terminological straight-jacket on future generations.' (1967:72) 
This has, ho't'lever, been the eff.ect of his diatinction. Use of the .Azande model 
has imposed a straight-jacket of thought which has 'blinded people for many years 
and k~pt them from seeing what the essential characteristics of witchcraft 
beliefs are. 

Implicit in this criticism of the use lihich has been made of Evans-Pritchard's 
distinction, is the conviction that it is the image, of the lntch that is im~ 

portant for definitional purposes, not the use or non-use of medicines, or 
unconscious use of evil po't'ler. wlhen we ask ourselves 't'lhat it is that many of 
the African systems of b'e1ief have in common, 't"Ie find the ''Iitch image occurring 
in a large number of. cases - combined 'VTith the use of medicines as 'fell as the 
possession of innate mystical ability to cause harm. 

Audrey Richards, in a review of Witchcraft and Sorcery in East Africa,
 
has commented on the fact that 'The similarity of the "dtoo image in all these
 
societies is striking.' (1964:188) She points out that:
 

Essay after essay describes i:maginary figures, usually vTi th 
hereditary attributes, thought to be able to fly by night, to produce 
a glO'Vl in the sky, to eat corpses or th·e entrails ,?f human beings, to 
be acconl.::panied by familiars and to act contrary to all moral rules. 
The similarity of these images is not of course limited to East 
Africa. (1964:188). 

It is somewhat remarkable to note hOliever, that in all the African 
literature" on s'ocieties 'tfith vlitchcraft and so'rcery beliefs' (of ~lhich there are 
at l~ast sixty~£ive available acc.ounts), not one ,·r.riter has ever thought to 
focus on this image as the defining character~stic o,f l·Ti tchcraft. Unfortunately, 
it does not appear to.have ,been as clearly evident as 'it might have been that 
the featut'esassociated 'tiith this ~age themselv~s form a c~tegory of symbolic 
phenomena worthy of investigation. ", Once the pattern had been set by Evans
Pritchard, it was all too easy for others to follow what had become established 
categories of classification, despite the all too obvious fact that ~4e categories 
\Vere often inappropriate. " 

It is' not possible to define witchcraft until it is recognized that the
 
definitional problem is a problem in symbolic classification. Witchcraft
 
beliefs form a special category of classification to which a great many varying
 
elements or components may be assigned. The solution to the definitional
 
problem is implicit in the lit erature; the problem has not been soIved becaus e
 
no one has ever thought to ask the right question~. The main question ue must
 
ask ourselves is "Thy does the image of the 1'1i tch take the form it does from
 
society to society t~oughout Africa and indeed throughout the world.
 
Follolfing that, vIe must a~lc ourselves vrhy does this imag~ occur so univ~rsally.
 

The solution to the first question lTas found by John }'Iidd1eton and its 
"~I earliest statement can be found in tvlO articles, 'Some Social Aspects of 

Lugbara I\'Iyth' (1954), and 'The Concept of Be'tfitching in Lugbara'. (195'5). 
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In analyzing Lugba±a mythology, l-liddleton found that t one of the general 
characteristics of Lugbara myth is the inverted character of its actors. 
and events'. (1963: 195) • . . 

The theme of inversion is found not only in mythology, but in witchcraft 
beliefs as ''1ell. To tIle Lugbara the normal is 'good' and the abnormal is 'bad', 
and this dichotomy is related to the distinction they make betvteen vlhat is 
social. and what is anti-social. The difference between the two is expressed 
in terms of inversion. The image of the Lugbara"t'1itch is that of a being 
characterized by inverted attributes. 

A witch has the characteristics of an abnormal person. 
His face is grey and dralm, 1 like .a co·rpse', he may have red 
eyes or a squint, he may vomit blood, he 1'1alks at night, and is 
associated' ,nth night·creatures. (1955:258).· . 

A witch is also associated l1itll incest, cannibalism and filthy behaviour 
(Middleton 19601248), and 'may be visible as a light on tile top of a hut, or as 
a light moving rapidly across fields.' (1955:255). 

"That is most inverted about. vIit~es hOt'1ever, is the f~ct that they have 
perverted norcal kinship and authority·relations. Middleton states: 

••• a lritch is the embodiment of those' attributes that are in 
direct contrast to those ideally pqssessed by elders or senior 
kin. Senior kinsmen••• should be 'slo,,', understanding, gentle, 
generous, angry only uhen the inte~ests of their family 'clusters 
are concerned and not on account of their OlIn personal pride. A 
witc~ behaves in a diametrically opposite manner. (1960:244-4) 

From the above we can see' that ~litchcraft for the Lugbara is a conceptual 
category J one tha tis bound up liitll the anti-social. It tends tIlerefore to 
find expression in inverted .symbols that are opposed to 1'111at the society values 
and considers nomal. Knowing this provides an element of predictability. " 
11e uould expect that other elements associated 1'1ith 't'li tchcraft by the Lugbara 
~1ould be 'someli'hat abnormal or unusual. The follolling confirms this suspicion, 

Certain animals are associated li'ith uitches; they are both 
omens of uitchcraft and may be vellicles for witches, and they 
are als~ used as ingredients in sorcery-poisons. They include the 
jackal, the leopard-cat, tIle bat, the s'creech monkey, snakes, the 
ol'll and several 0 ther birds, the lfater tortoise, if i t leaves its· 
riverine home and comes to the compounds, and. certain frogs and 
toads. All these creatures are 'like ~1itches t and are much feared. 
If a man sees them at night, and especially in a dream , he is seeing a 
l1itch or the soul of a 'tiitch. All are night. creatures or, like' the 
water-tortoise, out of their normal habitat. Indeed allY anima.l away 
from its usual home may be suspected of being something to do with 
witchcraft. (Middleton 1960:241). 

All of the above is somelmat reminiscent of·'Chapter Three of Purity and 
Danger, 'The Abominations of Leviticus' (Douglas 1966:41-57). Douglas is 
able to demonstrate that Hebrew dieta~ laws stem from a system of sYmbolic 
classification. Traditionally Jewish people have considered certain animals 
to be either 'clean!, and therefore edible, or 'unclean' and therefore unfit 
for human consumption. The usual rational has been that certain animals such 
as pigs, lobsters and other shellfish. 'tere scavengers, and therefore tunclean'. 

By looking at the relevant selections from Leviticus and Deuteronomy in 
a nel'1 "lTaY, houever, Douglas was able to offer a completely new' and highly 
satisfactory interpretation, one that is expressed in terms of symbolic 
classification~ She finds that 'Any class of creatures uhich is not equipped 
for the right 'kind of locomotion in its element is contrary to holiness.' 
(1966:55) Therefore anything in the \later that does not have fins or scales 
is unclean, or four-footed creatures capable of flying are uncl:ean~and so on. 
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The above example demonstra.tes that analysis of ethnographically puzzling 
practices "'in terms of symbolic classification can sometimes be extremely 
illuminating, or as Needham might put it, be successful in terins of 'rendering 
many aspects of social life intelligible.' (1963:xliii) Needham has demon
strated in sever~l papers that tIns can be an effective analytical teclUlique 
particularly in 'The Left Ho..Tld of the T-Iugt'1e' (1960), and tShiva's Earings' 
(1966). . 

Use of the concept of symbolic classification can' also be an effecti~ 

. technique for one attempting to understand and define· llitchcraft belie:tTs. 
If 1tie adopt the symbolic approach in attempt ing to define 't"litchcraft, v'le find 
that the category ~ can be expressed as the follolling: 

A llitch is an individual thought capable of harming others 
super-naturally through the use of innate mystical pOl-1er, medicines 
or familiars, and who is associated with inverted characteristics that 
area reversal of social and physical noms. 

Adoption of such a definition immediately rids us.of one difficulty, that 
of attempting to clas·aify. the inverted. being 't'1ho consciously makes use of 
medicines. As ~'1ell, it explains the image of the w'itch, an image w'hich con
sists of characteristics the. t are inverted, reversals of the harm, or simply 
things that are defined by a particular society as bad, harmful, unusual or 
abnormal. llitchcraft beliefs form a category of classification in which a 
great many varying elements or components may be found. Turne.r has sholm an 
appreciation of this point. He states: 

. Many.African societies recognize the ,same range of components: 
'innate', tacquired'* ilearnt', 'inherited t skills to harm and 
kill; pOlfer to. kill immediately and pOl-rer created by medicines·; the 
use of familiars, visible and invisible;.the magical introjection of 
objects into enemies; nocturnal and diurnal hostile magic; invocation of 
ghosts by a curse; and so on. But as between societies, and often in 
different situati6ns in a single society, these components are varyingly 
clustered and separated .., (1964:324) . 

He suggests that 'Clues to their clusterings and segregations mB¥ be found 
if societies are an:lljrzed in terms of process-theory'. (1964:324) 1!hat he 
fails to realize hOliever, is that these components are always found combined 
in a particular pattern, and that it is more useful to analyse their symbolic 
elements than it is to look at them in terms of process-theory. If ."le con
centrate on the symbolic appro·ach it is impossible to find a l'1orlmble definition 
for the te~ 'Witchcraft', and find our way out of the 'terminological wood (or 
jungle' Turner has. indicated. t 

vlhile ~t. may be said that vIe are determining uhat 'V1itchcraft is 'by 
definition' .,. the point is that '\'1e ca.n find a large numbe r of examples ~f the 
phenomena so defined throughout the 't'lorld. These phenomena form an interesting 
category of associated element~ that lTe may study quite usefully and profitably. 
The definition of witchcraft beliefs that has been offered is applicable to a 
wide number of cases both within and outside of Africa and it can certainly 
be applied to European 'tn.t chcraft beliefs as \lell. 

If tIle form of ui tchcraft beliefs is determined .by the fact that' they are 
a reversal of social and physical norms, it is only to be expected that certain 
features of this form 'iill vary from society to society. Tllere is one constant 
hO't'Iever: the uitch is allTays thought to do liha t is most abhorred by other . 
members of the society.. The witch is the ultimate anti-social being, a fact 
llhich is symbolized by the inverted a ttributers making up the image of tIle uitch. 
This latter point provides the answer to our second question, 'v!hy does the 
image of the witch occur so universally?' 

In concluding, it should be mentioned that one of the reasons many 't'Triters 
l1ave given for separating ui tchcraft from sorcery on the basis of use or non
use of medicine (for example 1iilson 1951:308, and lIair 1969:23), is the fact 
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that sorcery is something which can actually be practiced whereas witchcraft
 
(at least as it has usually been defined), cannot. Mair feeis that the fact
 
that:
 

••• the sorcerer uses material objects and the vli tch does not ••• 
is by no means insignificant, since it is possible to' find evidence 
of sorcery, and indeed many objects used for' that purpose have been 
found when people are accused... But there can never be evidence of 
1"1itchcraft, and so accusations of 't"Ti tchcraft can only be pursued 
by means as mystical as. t~e supposed offence. (1969:23) 

Wilson stresses the~ distinction as well and says ~t: 

••• is an importa:q.t one; for sorcery, as I have defined it, is 
practiced, that is people use medicines (WhiCh are sometimes poisons) 
with the object of harming others, while few anthropologists would 
admit the reality of uitchcraft - the exercise of an innate power 
to harm others directly. (1951:308). ' 

1:lhile it 'is true tllat the distinction may have some importance legally, 
as Reynolds (1963: 14) for example; has shorln, this is an -importance that may 
ultimately be significant only to Europeans - and ll21 to the people concerned. 
It does not really essentially matter that one may be practiced and the otl~r 

not, 'tihat does matter is that ~ are thought to exist and be practiced. 11e' 
have no right to presume that just because something may matter to us legally, 
that it has any relevance whatsoever for the members of an African tribe. 
~lis is, in effect, imposing our own categories of classification upon those 
of the people lie are studying, a far cry from the cultUral relativity and un
prejudiced accuracy of repo~ing and interpretat~o~.whichis supposed. to be 
the hallmark of anthropological research. itle must lceep 't"ll111t matters to us legally, 
separate from those things which matter to the people themselves. It is only 
by looking at the latter that we 1;1111 be aided in the task of understanding how 

.	 they do in fact order their universe and conceptual categories. Once l'1e have 
done tIl.is it becomes clear what a witch and witchcraft are. 

Roma Standefer 
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TEE !u'I\IALYTICAL AND PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO THE SOCI.AL 

Methodologically speaking one might distinguish tvTO broad traditions of 
philosophising about.the content and procedures of tIle social sciences. On tIle 
one hand there is the tanalytical' tradition tllat has descended' from logical 
positivism via, in particular, ~vittgenstein, contemporary :R.hilosophers SUCll as 
Vlincll and 1-iclntyre, and vl11ich is characterized by its concentration on language. 
On tIle other 11and there is the tradition 'of what 1s commollly called on. the 
European continent 'philosophical anthropology' \"Thich has descend.ed, particularly 
from Kallt, to become absorbed in the movement of phenomenological philosophy, 
the influence of which is steadily increasillg as it expands beyond its European 
sources, and as it finds its 1~lay from the original descriptive analysis of the 
immediate data of consciousness (conceived of in a purely mental sense) to the 
analysis of w'ider fields, such as aesthetics and the social sciences. In the 
contemporary philosophical climate in this country, particularly, these t'tiO 

approaches are seen as not merely contrasting philosophical methods, but as 
mutua.lly exclusive. Tllis atti tude reaclles to tIle extent t11at eacll school denies 
or at least questions f that the otller is indeed a 'philosophy'. r:Iy thesis in 
this paper will be to argue that, on" the contrary, and at least in tIle social 
sciences these two methods have not o~ arrived at essentially the same con
clUsion vis-a-vis the 'scientific' status of social sciences, but also that the 
recommendation that they imply for the practical methodoloroT of the social 
sciences come to exactly tIle same thing. To illustrate this I l"ri11 take a repre
sentative of each I school' and examine the reasons they offer for the conclusions 
they reaell. For the Analytical SCl100l I \'1i1l take Peter ~"lincIl as my example, 
and for Phenomenology Alfred Schutz, although I will refer to others of each 
persuasion itlhere tlley illuminate a point. 

The Phenomenology School 

It is ltiOrtl1 beginning witll phenomonology, because one might assume that 
this is the least understood of the two traditions in this country. Phenomenology 
has most recently been defined as: 

Rejecting all .a priori constructions and system building, 
phenomenology proposes for aim the description of _experience or 
tlphenomena of oonsciousness". These u phen6mena" it understands 
in terms of world-directed intentions or projects of the subject, 
incorporated in appropriate patterns of behaviour,vrb.ereby the 
subject endow's JGhe 't'lorld vr.i. th specific senses and meanings. 

Essentially descriptive, its method is confined to the
 
description and classification of the various sense-g1ving
 
structures of consciousness or types of project (perceptual,·
 
cognitive, emotional, etc.) as these are displayed'tdthin the
 
self-body-world uni~l .
 

There are a nt1Dlber of important theses l1ere, notably (a) tl1at the method is 
descri:ptive, (b) the notion of the lived-world or 'Lebensllett' of tIle actors, 
and ·(c) the question of the ascription of ttieaning to aspects of the w·orld. 
Each of tl1ese raises a host of problems in its ,-Take, b~lt we may l'13mOVe some of 
them by explicating more fully tl1ese points. 

Firstly description must not be taleen in the naive sense in l'lhich one 
nowadays denigrates descriptive ethnography Ifor its lack of theoretical 
rigour'. TIle very point of a phenomenological a:L1alysis is to expose 't"lllat ~ 

posteriori allows a theoretical structure to be erected, . ' ~~ 

.. . and this can only be done by rejecting pre
suppositions and describing l1hat is tllere. TIle status of sociology and 
social allthropology as sciences is itself here obviously in question, for, 
as Merleau-Panty says, 

if we want to subject science itself to rigorous scrutiny and arrive at 
a precise assessme11t of its meaning and scope, 11e must begin by re
awakening tIle basic experience of the 1'1orld of which science in the 
second-order expression2 
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a notion whicll Schutz endorses by noting that: 

the const:ructs of tIle, social. sciences are, so ·to speak, constructs 
of tIle second degree, namely, cOl1stru.cts of the cOlls·tructs made by the 
actors on the social scene, 1"1hose behaviour the social scientist has 
to observe and explain in accordance wi tll the procedural rules of tIle 
science." . 

Winch, in his long critique of Mill makes in effectpre~isely the same point
 
in distinguishing the social from the· natural sciences. . Description is thus
 
reintroduced as an approach 1'lhicl1 is fundamental to accurate understallding of
 
vlhat is happening in the vlorld.•
 

Secondly,' tlle notion of the 'life"-w'orld' of, the actor or actors in question 
occupies an important place in' phenomenological literature, as tIle lif'e iiTorld 
is tIle Viel"1]?oint o:r;- context from 't1hich an individual sees hirllself in relation to 
other individuals, to the physical world and to social institutions. TIle raising 
of the life· 'project' to the status of a phenomenon of philosophical concern 
'tall be' a. matter familiar to the reader of" the Existentialist literature, and 
its significance in phenomenology lies in .its being bothtl1e POUlt of delJal'ture 
frora lihicll analyses of individtlal as'pects of the actors' life-l1or Ids are made, 
and tIle point 1'lhich is returned to lihen the social 'tforld has been 'constituted' 
or explicated by phenomenological methods. 

T.he most critical question fro:m our point of viall is tmdoubtedly the third: 
tIle assertion that the t sociological' function of phenomenology is to explicate 
tIle meanil1gful behaviour of actors in a social context and thereby understand 
the specific senses l'Tith which the social world is endo'trTed by its inhabitants. 
The crucial idea here is obviously that tIle role ot the social science is to 
understand the meanings that people give tlleir social behaviour and institutions, 
and social science itself is tan objective contexto! meaning constructed out 
of and referring to subjective contexts of meaning. '5 o~ in other words: 

In sum, the purpose of t~ phenomenological approach to the
 
study of social behaviour is. to make explicit vn1at is implicit
 
ill the social action of the members of a new community.... the,
 
l'lhole point of tlle investigation is to reveal TTllat precisely it
 
is that makes the act9r·t s act'ion intelligible.6
 

This is a very bold statement of the phenomenologis"ts' conclusions, and the com
plexity of the arguments leading to them need. only' be .mentiOlled. Schutz 's 
Phenomenology of the Social 14'orld' is basically entirely directed to demon~ 

strating the last quotation. To phenomenolo~J ~le lrlill return trlh.en·' considering 
the precise methodological postulates of tllis view and. hOlT they in practice 'tfould 
effect· the social sciences. 

The Analytical School 

Peter WinCh in his The Idea of a Social Science starts from completely 
different premises: his frame of reference is tIE philosophy of tlittgenstein 
and his method is that of the analytic 6011001. ,From a consideration of the nature 
of philosophy and of the cent;ral role of epistemology, ~!Iinch moves to a con
sideration of how ~ understandillg of reality is possible and concludes that: 

To anSl-tar tllis cluestion ·it is necessarJ to ShOlf tIle centrai role 
that the concept of understanding plays in the activities· which 

.are characteristic of human societies. In this vlay the discussion 
of lThat an understaJ.lding of reality consists in merges into tIle 
discus sian of the difference the possession of such an understanding 
may be expect,ad to make to the life of mSD.:p and this again il1volves 
a consideration of the general nature of a human society, an analysis 
that is, of tlle concept of a human society.7 

TIle key concept here, of course, is ~l1at of understanding, and this approacll to . 
society ~Iinch contrasts explicitly li'ith tha.t expounded by Durkheim. Tllis thesis 
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is elevated to major philosophical importance when one sees it in the light of 
Wittgenstein's dictum thag '~~t has to be accepted, the given, is - so one could 
say - the forms of life': the specialized branches of philosophy e.g. of science, 
art, etc. have the function of 'elucidating the peculiar natures of these forras 
of life, called "science", "art", etc! while 'epistemology will try to elucidate 
what i~ involved in the notion of a form of life as such. '9 

The notion of a 'form of life' has, if one examines it, a remarkable 
similarity to many aspects of the phenomenologist's 'life-world' itself, while the 
specialized phenomenologies, of art etc. explore their respective 'projects' 
or aspects of the general life-world of their subject.10 The purpose of the 
specialized philosophy of ·social science (and of its phenomenological counter
·part) thus becomes the- exploration and elucidation of meaningful behaviour, a. 
subj,ect to which VJinch devotes some spacel1 to examining, and to which Schutz 
devotes his entire time. For reasons much too lengthy to discuss here Winch 
also rejects the idea of the social studies and science, as conceived by Mill. 
(pp. 66-94),12 on-the basis of logical arguments: tIwant to show that the 
notion of a human society involves a scheme of concepts which is logically 
incompatible with the kinds of explanation offered in the natural sciences,'12 
and that motive explanations are not a species of causal explanations on the 
model, of those of the natural sciences,13 an argument which also applies to the 
investigation of regularities in the social sciences: 

so to investigate the type of regularity stUdied in a given kind
 
of enquiry is to examine the nature of the rule according to which
 
jUdgements of identity are made in that enquiry. Such judgements
 
are intelligible only relat~velY to a given mode of human behaviour
 
governed by its own rules. l
 

Avoiding the trap of complete cultural relativity (and relativity between dif
ferent modes of discourse, e.g. aesthetic, religious, scientific), which is clearly 
not proven either way, the postulate of this is clearly that the social scientists 
role is to penetrate the scheme of concepts held by the society he is stUdying, 
to map their inter-relationships in that particular society and to explicate 
the social relationships which maintain or are maintained by this scheme of 
concepts. This can only be done by explicating the attitude of, the actors 
towards their own actions, as Goldstein points out in the quote given above. 
GOldstein's fallacy is to assume that the phenomenologist proceeds merely by 
describing his own reactions to the behaviour he is stUdying: in the social 
sciences of course the object of study is for the investigator -to get the 
actors to explicate.. their own actions to him or in such a· way that he can 
understand what form of behaviour is occuring. 

Concll4sions 

Thus in many respects phenomenology and Winchian analY6~s are identical 
in the methodological postulates they generate. Both are anti-reductionist, 
Winch because motive explanations (and therefore social explanations) cannot 
be reduced to physiological explanations,15 and phenomenology. because its aim 
is to examine the data of consciousness at the level of consciousness, so 
reduction to a supposedly 'more. basic t .category of. _explanations is irrelevant. 

It also follows from WinCh's nssertion that an activity (social, religious, 
or whatever) can only be understood in terms of criteria internal to that activity 
that the relation of the investigator cannot be simply that of observer to ob
served: he must be a participant to some degree in the activity in questione 
Phenomenologically of course there is no other form of approach. This postulate 
also requires that one approaches an alien culture without any fixed pre
suppositions: there can be no a priori approach to the social. If we look back 
a~ the initial definition of phenomenology it will be seen· that this has always 
been a fundamental tenet of that approach, regard1ess of the specific SUbject 
matter, and to arrive at the same conclusion from the opposite end of the 
philosophical spectrum is an achievement indeed. 

Several more general points are also implied. It follows that statistical 
data can never themselves make sociology' or anthropology: they become so only 
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. . 

when they are interpreted w'ithin a sociological frame't"lork. Simple counting or 
correlating is not doing social sciGnee until such procedures contribute to an 
act of, understanding: tlley are only preliminaries, or in certa:L."1 situations, 
conditiona, for such an act. This is also presumably tIle gel1eral poil1t be11ind 
Dilthe~rls idea that the social sciences, as a generalizing and public activity, 
provide not the ~ of society, but ratller- the frarnelforks llithin 11hichhuman 
institutions may-be understood• 

•t\ll these conclusions follo~T quite naturally,- or so· it seems in retro
spect, from the nature of the material of tIle social studies ul1'lich have, as it 
were, forced social theorists to become awa~e that this material is not the 
sttlff of science in tIle usual sense of tIle tel"IIl. There is alvrays a danger of 
losing the W'orld of phenomena that a metllodology is set up to ex!,lore, and 
phenomenology and the Vlinchian philosophy both meet on the common ground of 
agr.eeing that this bas happened vdt110ther approaclles to the social sciences, 
bU.t tllata mutually agreeable methodology can be formulated, the postulates 
of whic11, 1'11letl1er one is a phenomenologist or analyst,. coincide. Botl1 the 
·SC11001s agree that society is an object of philosopllical enqv..iry,· and quite 
necessarily so if onets approach is to be valid, &Jed this, from a slightly 
different point- of vie~~ adds great weight_ to IJ1arcuse's C011tention' that 
sociology should be a 'critical philosophy' .16 Many of the detailed COl1.ten

tiollS of the two philosophical schools are still in need of further clarifi 
cation,- but "cllere is still the danger that the preoccupation with methodology 
1'1i11 lead to lack of application of that metl10dology to the data... To para
phrase a saying by IJlarx: the philosophers llave described the world of methodology; 
the point, hOlfever, of metllodology j is to change tIle v(orld-. 

John Clammer 
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I,10DEL AND STRUCTURE IN C. LEVI-STRAUSS IS "STRUCTUR.AL ANTHROPOLOGY" 

This paper is concerned sol~ly -vTith a question of metllodology. It does 
not attempt to assess tIle adequacy or interpretation of the ethnograpllic material 
brougl1t to bear by Levi-Strauss. I shoul~ imagine that some. at the least, of 
the remarks made in the follo't'lin(! pages are already familiar to an-'~l1.ropologists; 

if they are too familiar, I apologise in advance. The paper is based exclusively 
on the au"tIlor's structural Anthropology, particularly cll..apters II to V and ](V 

to XVI. These chapters seem to provide a clear enougll picture of tIle method
ology arid presuppositions of the structural method. 

The follolring s'eems to be the approach in outline.' On the basi's of 
observed facts, tIle structural anthropologist builds a model to explain those 
facts (cf. p. 280). Correlated ~rith this model is a str'\.lcture in reality, and 
this is ~Ihat tIle model maps, or represents. "The structuralist's task••• is 
to recognize al1.d isolate levels of reality which have strategic value from his 
point of view, namely, which admit of representation as models, wllatever tlleir 
tYJ.)en (p. 284) _ EqUally,. certain practices ina people, insofar as the~ can 
be brottght under the concept of communication (pp. 48, 61, 83, 296 etc.), can 
be reckoned as a semantic system, or language. _As SUcll, it is a mapping on tIle 
social .level of a structure found in the human unconsciousness (cf. p. 281). 
Considered as a mapping, the particular social practice in question is an 
arbitrary s~!1llbolization of that process. TllUS, Ita ldnship system does not consist 
in the objective ties of descent or consanguinity betvieen individuals. It exists 
only in human consciousness: it is an arbitrary system of representations, not 
tIle spontaneous development of a real situation" (p. 50). ROliever, thougll tile 
symbols are arbitrar'J from this point of viell, from otl1er points of vietol tlley 
may have an inherellt value. Indeed certaiil elemenJcs in the mapping can never 
be reduced as a matter of fact to mere symbols. For 'instance the "v'Tomen tllat 
are used as counters in the communication system comprised by marriage nas 
producers of signs ••• can never be reduced to the status of symbols' or tokens" 
{p. 61; of. pp. 91-94.) -" 

The major question one asks llere is ullhat is the tlleOre"cical and method
ological effect of the postulation of a real, strttcture B.ns't'Ter1ng to a model, 
'VIhet11er the modal be tIle one construct-ad by the anthropologist or a conscious 
model of the particular group?1t Prime attention obviously attaches to the 
anthropologist's model, ratller tllan any conscious model. lIFor conscious models, 
vlhich are usually known u.s "norms", ar~ by definition very poor ones, since they 
are not intended to explain tIle phenomena but to perpetuate themil- (1'- 281). 
Equally, the anthropologist t s model- is, or OUgllt to be, superior to tIle model 
that is a particular practice, 'since the former model is designed to explain a 
greater range of arbitrary mappings than the arbitr~J mapping that is the latter: 
for instance tone. model constructed by the antllrop'ologist can explain the various 
models constituted bJr kinship, mythology and art. 

One important characteristic of the anthropologist t s model is that it is 
analytic, in the teo~ical sense, whereby any proposed counter~xample to tIle,. 
model in questiol1 by the ,very fact 'that if accepted it '~fould be a counter
example is irSO facto mal-formed, either simp~ false or embo~LJg a misinter
pretation.This is, stric~ly speaking, a consequence of analyticity of course.) 
It is equally the case that any of the sub-models, whether conscious models or 
rituals, artistic practices and myths, are analytic ~lithin their olm't-erms, 
vlithin the scope of tIle range_ of phenomena to llh;ch they are applicable, but 
the anthropologist's model, rangil'lg - over· a vIidar -a'rea, is more absolutely 
analytic. For it is ex hYpothesi tIle most pO'tferful'model available. 

At the same time, because of tlle postulation of a real' stmcture correspond
ing to the model, it has the appearance of an empirically verifiable, 'scientific' 
model. For the underlying structure· is, ill theo~J at any rate, susceptible to 
empirical investigation, the processes of scientific and, in the present context, 
psychological, verification or refutation. Iloli'ever,' even if some one specific 
strtlcture that might be postulated sh:ould be sho'tin either to be non-existent or 
not of the type reqttired by the theory, the a:llali:tic chc1racter of the model vIiIl 
~rin through; in that it can be held to be the case tbat, even if this one structure 
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does not meet the requirements, still there ~ be ~ structuI'e answering to 
the model ~'lhich tIle model maps. In this way, the strtlctural approacl1 hovers 
rather disconcertingly bett'leen tIle analytic and the syn·chetic. 

This same point can be expressed in the fallen-ring way: such an approacll 
cannot be counted as a synthetic approach unless there is some metll0d of deter
mining what is to count as a structure appropriate to a particular model other 
than the metllod, or any method, formulated in torms of, or presupposing the 
terms of, the model itself'. 

, . 

v/hat is tIle cause of this situation? Levi-Straus s constantly dral1s a 
parallel betlleen the structural method' in· anthropology-and structural linguistics, 
and it seems to ine that both metllods share the. difficulty that witll relation to 
semantic systems they cannot explain in a non-tautologous fasllion lvhy it is that 
any system describable by the theory- is significant. Since linguistics starts 
from a significant system, 'Vlhicll it analyses into the constituent elements of 
that system (tllut is, phonemes as opposed to pllones) alld has, basically, to 
identify morphemes and the mi.1'1imum units of significant discourse of tllat system, 
i t just cannot be the case tllat vIithin such a theoretical framellork it can ex
plain hou it is that the marks and sound-'t"laves in cluestion do have significance. 
Similarly, philosophers have argued tllat tllere can be no criterion for truth. 
They .presu..ppose a theory of meaningfulness 't'lllereby tIle meaningfulness of any 
declarative seiltence in a language is exllausted by tlle ranG'S of states of affairs 
in lihich that sentence is true or false. Therefore, in that any proposed criterion 
of truth is ,ex hypothesi, meaniIlGful it must be that, l-li thin the fram.elfork of 
such a theory, a: precondition for understanding the criterion is knoliledge af 
1'rl11at it is for a sentence of ·che langun.ge ·to be true and false. Thus any criterion 
fora notiol1 expressed lfitllin the range of a tl1eory in l'thich tllat notion has been 
used, ~'lhetl1er explicitly or implicitly, in order to formulate the theory is 
necessarily trivially tautological. 

Hence, if one takes a 818 tam 'Vlhicll is a t language t insofar as it can be 
described as a system of communication, it cannot be the case tllat 1d.tl'lin such 
a theory one. can explain vmy it is sig-.aificant, 1'1hy it is a semantic system: for 
that it is a seraantic system is already presUPIJOsed for the theory to be applied 
to it. Tllerefore, to say that it is a semantic system because it maps an under
lying structure is to say no more than that it is ea semantic system, and this 
muc11 is alread.y guaranteed by the fact that it is a system of communication. 

Yet there does seem to be a need to postulate a structure, or something 
tllat 1'J'111 fulfill the same role, to underly tIle model. For .Len-Strauss, 
follol"dng Jakobson and the majority of structu..ral li~"Uists, represellts a 
tlaDc~ager as a set of spatio-temporally bound phenomena, arbitrary in fonD. 
(Sound-l1aves, kinship, relations etc.) vlhich are significant only insofar as 
there is something designated by each of the tams. Even in tIle case of the 
associated 'values t, it is clearly the case that a token cannot ac11ieve a value 
unless it is already significant, that is, in the terms of tIle theory in 
question, designates something. Here the situation is different from that 
suggested above. For it _could be maintained that the present presupposition 
as to the conditions of meaningfulness. belol1gS to a more pOl1erful theory than. 
that embodying structural descriptions. The latter proceeds from a considera
tion of actual phenomena, actual lane,llages, actual kinship systems, 'wIlereas 
the fOImer expresses a necessary condition for the possibility of these actual 
phenomena having the character that tlley do have , it expresses a necessary con
dition for tIle possibility of significance. Thus tIle structuralist's postula
tion of an underlyiJ.Jg structure can be presented not as a trivial tautology but 
as an instance of a basic requirement of a yet more powerful tlleory 'ti'hich any 
structural model presupposes. The postulation of a structure to underly a 
paxticular model will still be a priori, but no longer tautologous. 

HOtieVer, it is simply not tIle case tllut in order for a symbol to be mean
ingful there must be something !tin reality" desioouated by that symbol. If' 
that \tlere so it ,"10uld be simply impossible ever to il1telligibly deny that 
somethil1g existed. Nor would one be able (with any ease or plausibility) to 
explain the meaningfulness of false sentences. 1·1uch more than these considera
tions 1ilould be required to Sl10l1 tb.at far from it being the case tInt a pre
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condition for meaningfulness i~ that there be sometlling designated it is alt1ays 
the case that a precondition for the possibility of something being designated, 
is tl1.a.t the term designating (or being used to designate) be already sig-.aificant. 
It is, hO~"1ever, sufficient for our purposes to observe tllut it is impossible for 
it· to be' necessarily the case that ever~l significant term designates something. 

Here again it l1as been suggested (notably by ~littgenstein).that a theo~J 
of meaning construed in terms of designation needs to be supplelilented by 
criteria for the identification of designata other tl~ that formulated by the 
theo~ in question. 

This is as far as space permits tllese questions being taken.' It 'tiould 
houever be of great interest to investigate the tlleoretical point of tIle introduc
tion of tIle notion of 'value I into tIle theory in rela'cion to the cllaraoteriza
tion of language in terms of conmnm.ication, and to examine th.e plausibility of 
the assumption that there is a single, determinate set of facts to be observed 
and described on the observational level (p. 280) and tIle interrelation betvreen 
tllis tllesis and L~vi-Straussts suggestion that there is a basic structuring of 
the mind COillID.on to evexyone. 

Wl1at has been done in tllis ·paper is to suggest, not t11at a s tructuJ;'alist 
approacll to explanation is incorrect, but· that the postulation of st'ructures 
in tIle real 't'1orld co:crelated ~1ith their Llodels is either tautolOGOUS or, at the 
least, dubious. 

Barrington Jones 
St. JohIis 
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IS LEVI...STPL1~USS A JE~IISH lJIYSTIC? 

TIle question l1hich I have chosen as a title for this essay is not con
cerned llith tlle accident of birth w·hich made L~vi-Strauss a Je'tl;'llhet11er or 
not this fact has il1fluenced his vl0rk is a watter outside my concern. Nor do 
I intend (at least directly) to take up Leach's recent (1970: p. 18 and passiIrl) 
hints that Levi-8trauss's later Hork has crossed tIle boundary be~leen science 
and metaphysics. Ratller I propose to suggest certain features of the litera
ture of Jelfish mysticism which are so amenable to structur,a1analysis toot at 
times they give tIle impression that tIle texts tllemselves have beer~ invented by 
a structt1.ralist manufacturing a prototype mythology for B.J.~alysis. Since this 
is ~ tIle case, I intend to adduce tIle existence of tIle Jewish mystic material 
as evidence for tIle usefulness of the structural met110d in tIle analysis of material 
from 'higher' as vIell as I primitive t religions. I shall also illquire (though 
necessarily in a limited 1'1ay) into tIle que,stion of lTI1ether the usefulness of 
similar tecl1niques in investigating prisitive and civilized religions indicates 
a similarity sufficiellt to make the comparative study of religious sys"l:;ems a 
simpler (or at least more rewarding) project than might otlE~lise be the case. 

Analysis of JewiSh religious forms within the tradition stretching from 
the sociology of Durkheim to currellt structuralism is, of course, not unlleard 
of. Durld1eim, r,1auss, and Hertz all cited examples from Judaism (and Hinduism 
and CIU'istianity, for tllat IDatter) 1'litIl no hint that it 1'1aS necessary to Viel'l 
these examples in any different light from examples dralnl from primitive tribes. 
:li-cllin a, very different comparative tradition, Frazer did tile !same thing. Among 
tIle modern structuralists, L'each (1969) and IvIary Douglas (1966) llave produced 
significant applications of the structural method to the underst8.l1ding of 
aspects of the Old Testament. Yet Leach, unlike Dm-kheim, has been forced to 
explain and jus1;ify his use of Judaic material. A good deal of the opposition 
to Leach's use of Old Testament texts as sources seems to stem from his dis
regard for chronologjT. As Leach points out (1969: p. 28), 'tlJIyth proper lacks 
a chronology in any strict sense, for the beginnil'lg and the end must be appre
hended simultaneously: significance is to be discerned only in the relations 
between the component parts of tl~ story; sequence is simply a persistent re
arrangement of elements which are present from the start. t Lea-ell anticipat as 
(and receives) objections to this view from those who believe the Bible to 
represent, in SOLle sense, 'true t history. This is a matter of faith, l'rhich it 
is not tIle province of an anthropologist to question and which is', by and large, 
irrelevant to theoretical considerations. There is, hOl'IeVer, a seemingly less 
emotional case. sometimes made for a fundame11tal' difference betl'1een the concepts 
of history and of time ~plicit in Judaism and Christianity and those found in 
primitive religion. Eliade, particularly, has observed such a crucial difference 
bet~leen 1{hat 11e calls the I·cyclical ' time of t arcllaic' religion and the 
I irreversible' time of Judaism. The l1I'ath expressed by God at the fall of 
Samaria, he says, is not tIle 'same In.-atIlt expressed 't"lhen Jerusalem falls (1961: 
1'P. 110-111). As to Eliade1s first point, tllere is a good case to be made out 
for a strong t cyclical' element in Jet-lish concepts of time. Judaism, like any 
other religion has a ritual calendar "tlhichis repeated ,year after year, and vlhich 
l1a~ survived amazingly unchanged through ce~turies of the most cataclysmic up
heavals in the circumstances of tIle Jel'lish people. l-ioreover, tIle ongoing cl'lronicle 
of the Jel'ls 't18S never conceived, as leading eventually to a total I1B.lt. The 
IoJIessiah, after all, would bring llitll him a lle1rl era of peace, justice, and 
felicity and (since the Diaspora) a return of tIle JellS to 'tIle promised land. 
One is tempted to say that, just as tIle Biblica:J. narrative begins in a state of 
paradise, it is in SUCll a sta-t;e tllat it conceives its eventual end. Surely 
this aspect of Hebrew Messianism can be termed, in some sense, a 're~ersal' of 
time. Moreover, Leach himself has argued, quite conVincingly, tIle case for a, 
fundamental tension between linear and cyclical ti,rae ill all types of religious 
systems (1961: pp. 124-136.). 

Eliade, hOvlever, covers himself against tJ1is objection by the second 
half of his statement, in which he sees a lack of •sameness' between comparable 
but not identical Biclical episodes. If tsame t is to be interpreted in so 
strict a nay, one is immediately tempted to inquire hO"t'l 'same f are similar 
episodes, or even repetitions of episodes in primitive bodies of myth. Although 
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Eliade has not been involv~4 in the con~roversy over Leach's Old Testamen~ 

analyses, such an insistence upon identity betl'1een episodes upon lTllose com
parability structural analysis depends liould serve, once and for all, to put 
paid to all such analysis, not only that rel~ting to Biblical materials. 
Absolu-'tje" equivalence in mytil is by nature an unprovable~ HOvTever, neither Leacll 
nor any otller structuralist makes SUCll an extrem.e claim for tlleir comparisons. 
The juxtaposition of mythical episodes is justified. only if one call, tl1ereb:}T, 
discover a level upon l1hich they exhibit, ill some respect or otller, a l1itherto 
unsuspected similarity. ~fuetiler tIle metllods used to discern suell simila:'cities 
is in sufficiently close toucll 1·dth tlle contents of tIle myths tIlemselves iJ', 
of course, an important aspect of tIle argument betlfeen pro and anti-structuralists, 
even tnlen structuralists are perverse enough to call themselves functionalists 
(Leach, 1970: p. 9). The argument raees- whether the material is t~~n from 
primitive or from Biblical source-s, alld one can, in~ tIle last resort, only fall 
back upon one's Olm satisfactioll witll :the reSUlts-produced, or lack thereof, in 
deciding onets Olm side of tIle fence. One of tIle features of Jeliisl1. mysticism 
't'111ich particularly attracted me to its study is that i-'c seems to offer sometlling 
approachillg a resolution of t~s dilemma, or at least an instance lihere tIle facts 
themselves are so incontrovertibly co-tel~nal with the system (to-paraphrase 
Dumezil) that tIle most extreme doubters oft~J.e validity of tIle structu:ral metllod 
'\"Iill, at least, be forced to do some quick thinking to explain a1fay this example. 

In Jel/fish mysticism we are faced 'tnth an extreme case of a technique used 
in more ortl1odox Jeuish tlleology of seeking meaning in Biblical passages by 
juxtaposition of diverse Biblical texts on the grounds of hidden logical simi
larities. Tllese efforts sometimes cause tIle lUOst seasolled fo11ol1er of L~vi
strauss to vlonder if' tIle' texts can possibly be genuine! In tile ~, tIle 
fundamental text of Jetri.sh mysticism, first circulated in tIle thirteenth century, 
a passage on a statellellt from, say, Genesis, is likely to involve us liith 
characters and incidents from -such cscattered sources as Exodus, Deuteronomy, 
Leviticus and the Psalms. TIle logic involved is often quite complicated, and 
related to tIle total structure of tlle ~ as 1'1e11 as to conventional notions 
ill Judaism and it is for this reason tllat I cannot quote an example in tllis 
smail space. I can, hOlv~ver, quote examples of an even more interesting feature 
of Jewish mysticism, its tendency to express itself in series of dualities" 
reminiscent of the chains of structural oppositiona perceived by Levi-Strauss 
and his followers in tribal material. But wllile the oppositions discovered 
by antllropologists in primitive material are sometimes of such a natu.re that the 
non~believer sees them as forced t the literature of Jewish mysticism is a gold
mine of symbolic opposites, in this case 1ll1doubtedly direct from the 'native's 
pen, if not his mouth. 

~fuat more could Levi-8trauss himself ask fQr' than tIle opening statement 
of the· Zohar? Referring to the 'Lily among tIl0l-nS' of tIle 'Song· of Songs', 
l"le are told tIlat tIle lily symbolizes' tIle Community of Israel, for 'as the lily 
among tIlorns is tinged ~li th red and 'liThite, so tIle" Community of Israel is visi~ed 

nOvl11ith justice and nOt-I vlith mercy.' (Zo11ar, Vol. I, p. 4). And so it goes 
for five volumes; l'1e meet vlith all our friends:. left and right, male and female, 
up and dot-m, fire and lTater, etc., all explicitly compared botll t·o each oth~r 

and to such abstract dualitd.es in Jevlish theology as justice and mercy, unity 
and disunity of God, holiness and impurity. ~ioreover, tIle autllO'r does not rest 
until he has illcluded the l'1hole Bible and the great body of Jewisll ritual !ali 

1"lithin his terminology, and done so in a remarkably consistent :;lay. I do not 
knOlfl l"11letller the analysis of the Old Testament is valid; lrlhat I do know, is 
that a believer in a religion has, in order to make his religion more meaning~ 

ful to himself and his circle of co-thinkers, ordered it in terms which allow 
me to admit his· results to the body of material subjected to structural analysis, 
witIlout having to superimpose upon it any great number of logical oppositions 
whicll are not explicitly tl1ere to begin 1flith. And tIle -~ is not simply the 
vIork of an individual genius (or madman), for almost all its material, if not 
its total system, is traditional. 

If I may be allolTed the Unscholarly indulgence of a generalization from 
a single example, perhaps Levi-8trauss's descent into 'metaphysic' represents 
no more tllun an apprehension of hOrr much metaphysical thougllt (vThich is, after 
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all, the object of myth) is ·likely to proceed, ~nlether or not this is im
mediately evic1.ent to tIle observer. Or bas the great man been secretly poring 
over his grandfather's books? 

Hariet' Lyons 
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HIERiffiCHY Ai'ID FOUER: REFLECTIONS OF A BLIND rJrATERI.A.LIST 

Beidelman on the jajmani systemi 

The jajmani system is a feudalistic system of prescribed 
hereditary obliga.tions of payment and of occupational and ceremonial 
duties bet1'leen two or more specific families of different cast;es in 
the same locality••• Position in the 'system rests upon a person's 
relation to the land.... By his land-based po\,trer a .iajman may 
ooerce otller castes as,tenants or. labourers; he may ~coerce them 
by his control of farm implements and 'oxen, carts, seed, food, 
pasture, forage, and ~~e~imes e1T,e~ house sites and viells ••• 
Land is tIle major integrative factor about ~1hich the caste 
'and village syste~~operate••• such coercive integration is 
supported and re.:affirlned· 'by ritual and ceremolues ~vJ:1ich .jajmans 
hold both to emphasi'se'the jajman-kamin relationship and to 
enhance or affiz:m their' stGlt~s.~" 

Dumont on Beidelman.: 

(according to B.) the system is, based on an unequal distribution of 
p01Ter, therefore it represents a form of ilexploitationtl and "coercion". 
TIle "ritual" aspect is secondarj"', the economico-political·aspect, 
dominated by relation to tIle land, essential. In short, hierarclly 
means "exploitation". A doctrinaire and blind materialism•••2 

The problem posed is that of tl~ specific mode of articulation of status 
(ritu.al, l1ierarchy) and pOlTer in the caste system. 1:nlat 't7e are dealing "t"rith is 
"Cl'fO structures of relationships, what Dl..1lnont in his o't'ln terms refers to as the 
'gradation of statuses I, on the one hand, and the 'distribution of pow·er r on 
tIle other.3 

1. Beidelman tells us that 'socia-economic and ritual factors are closely 
interrelated, but they are certainly not tIle sarae' (p. lS). Tllat is to say, he 
distinguishes between two structures and postulates atclose interrelationship' 
bettleen them. IT.hat, according to Beidelman, is this (problematic) interrelation
ship? 'There is a high correlation betw·een socia-economic rank and jajmalls, 
and a lo't'1er correlation betlleen ritual rank and .ja,imans. I For example, 'the 
role of a Brahman ja.iman derives from his control of lal'ld' (p. 16). POliar 
(based on control of the means of production) is the determining structure in 
the jajmani system, according to Beidelman. But tIle partial non-coincidence of 
these structures (ritual/pollerl and tIle primacy of one (porrrer) over tIle otller 
(ritual) Sllould not conceal 't111i:it is in fact necessarily implied in that ralation
Sllip, viz, their partial COil1cidence. Beidelman ref8rs to tllis partial coin
cidence as a 'parallelism of roles'. 

The primacy of the economic over the ritual structure is expressed in tIle 
fo llowing terms: 

the web of ritual services, Beidelman says, connecting a ritually 
higher oaste to a ri tually low'er one is an ideologioal expression 
of the dependence 'Vlhich the l1i€;her caste's economic and political 
subordinates l1ave tOl'lard it (1). 18). 

Despite this, however, 'ritual ideology••• is not fully dependent on socio
economic factors (p. '19). ' ." 

To be even more precise in formulating Beidelman's position, rIe may say 
that, while the ritual-ideological struoture 'expresses' (p. 18), 'supports' 
and reaffirms' (p. 75) the strttcture of political and economic relationships 
(pOl-Ter) t it still possesses a relative autonomy of its own. Tllis viell of 
ritual (status) as tile ideological expression and validation of the political and 
economic relationships in a caste society is repeated by Gould,4 vlho tells 
us that religious attitudes 'underlie and perpetuate' the existing division of 
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labour, that Hindu:Lsm elaborately rationalises' and· congeals tl1.e fundamental
 
distinction between those who possess land and those who do not.
 

2. Dumont, on the- other hand, asks, IDo we have to believe 'that "ritual"
 
theory rationalises the "exploitation of the Charmars?"5' HOl"T then does Dumont
 
conceptualise the relationship? He insists emphatically· that the specificity
 
of caste societies resides precisely in the absolute disjunction, tin principle',
 
between the ritual~ideologicaland economic-political structures.
 

TIle priest, the Brahman, is llighest -in status even wIlen he is 
poor and materially dependent. In the oldest texts referring to 
the vanna order, priesthood is set above, that is, it encompasses 
rulershipi· and at the same time, these "tl'lin forces" together 
encompass all· the rest (1967, 34). 

In tl1e essay on 'Caste, Racism and Stratification,6 he elaborates tIns point: 

It is necessary to dis·tinguish between two ver.J different things: 
the sca.le of statuses (called "religious·") which I call hierarchy 
and llhich is absolutely distinct from the fact of pOller on the one 
hand, and on the other tIle distribu.tion of pOl-Tar, economic and 
political, which is very important in prac-tice, but is distinct 
from, and subordinate to, the hierarcllY. It rlill be asked then 
ho'ti' pOlrer and hierarchy are articulated_ Precisely, Indian society 
answers this question in a very explicit manner••• vlhile tlle Brahman 
is spiritually or absolutely supreL1e, he is materially dependent; 
1'rhile the king is m~ter1ally the master, he is spiritually subordinate. 

In this concelltion the distribution of pOl1er (tllat structure l'J'hich Beidelman 
sees as determi.:l1ant) is distinct from, and subordinate to, hierarchy. vJhat is 
still problematic is the. status of this relationship of •subordination' - at 
11hat level, and in what 1iay, is lJowersubordinate to hierarchy (ritual. status)? 
tIn everJ sooiety one aspect. of s.ocial life receives a primar-j" value stress .and 
simultaneously is made to encompass all others and express them as far as it can.7 
As the basic value of caste societies status or hierarchy both 'encompasses' 
and 'expresses' all·other aspects, including tIle structure of social and political 
relationships. Dumont corroborates tllis in his own vfO.rdJ3: 

There is in Sl"rat no fUndamental distinction betl'reen status and 
pOlfer: the '!Priests" are inferior to the dominant group (Pakhtun), 
and the religious quality of the "Saillts" expresses i tsel£ in terms 
of dominance instead of dominance of the Kshatri a etc. bein 
obliged to express itself iri~terms of religion ibid, 35 - my emphasis). 
Hierarchy, .. then is the mode of ereression of power. TlJ:e structure of 
politicalrelat.ionships and economic pOl'Ter expresses itself in the religious 
idiom of hierarchy. Religion is the l~~ge of power relationships 
(and ult:imately of the relations of production) in a caste society. 

This, in fact, is what Dumont says in so many \"rords: t the ureligiQua r~ .is here the 
universal mode of expression, and this is perfectly coherent given that the global 
ori~ntation is religious, tl1B.t tIle religious language is that of hierarchy. t8 
And fin~lly, 'Hierarchy marks tIle conceptual integration 'of a w~ole, it· is, so 
to speak, its intellect1..1al cement.'9 

The structure of political and economic relationships ('pouer') is 
'subordinate to' hierarchy in the sense that these relationships are expressed 
in religious. terms-, in the language of hierarchy, lrhich constitutes the global 
principle of caste societies. I have quoted at length from Dumont's work because 

wish to make- the point that (i) nothing Dumont says refutes 13eidelman, and 
(ii) there i.s no necessary opposition between their respective conceptualisations 
of tIle relationship betlfeen power and rittlal in the Indian village. 

This may seem strange since Beidelman s·ubordinates ritual (status) to 
pOlfer (relations of production), and Dumont, conversely, po-vrer to ritual. Yet 
tllis apparent contradict~on evaporates once it is realised that thierarchy', in 
Dumont's view, 'marks the·.conceptual integrat.ion of tl~ vThole, t that pOlier is 

I 
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subordinate to hierarchy at the conceptual level, that is, vdtllin the domain 
of the ideology itself. 

The t essential t function of hierarchy is that it canstitutes tile conceptual 
or symbolic, not· material (Dumont stresses the antithesis), unity of caste 
societies.' ''Hierarchy integrates tIle society by reference to its values.' In 
other vl0rds, what we are dealing l1ith is a conscious model, a mode of conceptual
isation of the social and cosmological universe. An ideology is precisely such 
a conceptualisation - it defines !lived experience' that is, the vlay in 1"lhicl1 "men 
live their conditions of existence. 10_ But the crucial point is this: an 
ideology is not visible to t11e agents tllemselves. Because it 'is their very mode 
of conscious existence men do not normally establish tl1at psychic distance from 
it which is the essential precondition of scienc~~ That is to say, and this is 
the paradoxical point which Dumont fails, to grasp, the conscious model is pro
foundly unconscious of itself. 

This means tllat an ideology of course - as hierarchy - is not simply a 
mode of conceptualisation of the universe, a vray ;in which men consciously 
experience tlleirs-ocial relatiollships, it is also, itself a structure of whicll 
the agents are quite unconscious. As such it is defined by its o~ln specific 

'tftme"tions' (like Dumont I use the 't'10rd reluctantly - cf. HH '318), of w'hich 
the age1'lts have _~o imnu:idiate knowledge. 

To reformulate the original problem of tIle mode of articulation of ri tual 
{status} and pO~ler - how is the ideological structure implicit in mall's con
ceptual image of their universe related to the actual structul~ of the rela
tions of production into WIlich they enter? Dumont asked, 'Must we believet11at 
"ritual" theo~r ratiollalises tIle "exploitatiollit of the Chamars?' TIle answer, of 
course, is I no I • 'Rationalise t implies that tlle conceptu.alisation elnbodied in 
tIle dominal1t motifs and themes of the hierarchical ideology (purity/impurity etc.) 
is a consciously planned and deliberate exercise. Yet Beidelman's view was that 
ritual (meaning by this that gradation of statuses ~lhich is t~1e cOllcrete form 
of hierarchy) 'supports and reaffirms' the coercive integration of'caste society. 
Beidelman then, was not referring to some conscious process of mystification, 
but to an objective function of the hierarchical principle. That is to say, 
the conscious model (hierarchy) is unconscious of its own objective functions. 
Beidelmmlts weakness is that he nowhe~e specifies in a clear and erplicit fashion 
what these 'functions 1 are or indeed even hOvT the ideology embodied in ritual 
fUl1ctions in such a way as to 'support and reaffirm' tile existing social relation
Sllips. 

For our purposes i t is sufficient to focus' on two of tllese functions. The 
first was understood by Dumont., An ideology 'cements·' -, a socie"cy' on tIle conceptual 
plane. It is a mode of conceptual integration. As Dumont says in a beautifully 
lucid phras'e: 'Hierarchy integrates the· society by reference to its values. I 
But while putting emphasis on this aspect Dumont scarcely mentions the .second. 
Because no ideology ever reflects'the eXisting social universe in a clear and 
precise fashion (or what would be the function of science?) it inevitably dis
torts, to some degree, the social perception of reality. This is precisely the 
deeper meaning of the hierarchical principle'~ For what, after all, is hierarchy? 
Dumont stresses that it is a matter purely of 'religious values.I1 'If we are 
to·generalise, it can' be suppos'ad t11a t hierarchy, . in the sense 'that we are using 
the vlord here, alld in accord ldth its etymQlogy, never attaches itself to pow'er 
as SUCll, but al'U'lays to relitgious functions t .12 In otIler l'lords, tIle ideo~ogy en
coded in tIle structure of ~itual relationships is an ideology 't'1hic.h focuses 
predominantly on religious functions. I would maintain tilat this focus by its 
very nature ignores that sector of reali~ which consists in specifically economic 
functions,- that is, tIle field of tIle relations of prod~ction, tIE structure of 
'pow'er t as opposed to 'status'. In allort, caste ideology excludes the dominant 
structure· of social life "from tl~e field of social perception. In this T:lay it 
necessarily distorts that perception. 

I have f'ound in Dumont r s Homo ·Hierarchicus only one passage lll'lcre he more
 
or less erglicitly recogllises tllis function of tIle prin<?iple of hierarchy:
 

Hierarchy or the gradation of statuses ••• is not everything. 
Hhat it -leaves out of account (ulaisse -en dehors d'elleu ) is- the 
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distribu.tion of pOl'1er, but then you might ask,. if that is the 
case, should it not at least reflect···tl1at distribtttion in some "f:Tay, 
since ill practice it never attac11es itself to pOl-Ter? Generally 
spe~dLng, an ideqlogy orientates or orders ~eality rather than 
reprOdtlCing it, and the act of al'lareness (uprise de conscience") 
is always in'~act a choice o~ one dimension in preference to others: 
it is impossible to focus on certain relationships ~jithout completely 
ignoring (use rendant aveugle an) others ••• 13, 

In this remarkable passage Dumont grape the essential point that an ideology 
is not· simply a conceptual 'integration', and 'intellectual cenlent', but also 
an unconscious distortion of the social' uiliverse; ·that the l1ierarcllical ideology 
necessarily distorts reality by conceal~the structure of 'pOlfer'. This 
function is as 'essential' as the otller. . 

To' conclude - we might say' that l'rhile pOller is 'subordinate to' ritual 
(status) at the conceptual-ideological level, the relationship is reversed at 
the level of the total mode of articulation of these structures (status, power), 
and that this :reversal is precisely a conseque11ce of the hierarchical principle. 
As a 'blil.ld and doctrinaire' matGrialist I am certainly not committed to the 
nonsensical view Dumont attributes to 'blind and doctrinaire' mat~rialists, 
viz. tl'lat 'hierarchy means "exploitat ion" , • 

Jairus Banaji 
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EMOTION AND ~IlE.luITl\fG 

The study ·of human emo·ti.onality has been a part of the subject matter of 
social antlu-opology since tIle beginning•. It is perfectly obvious tllat [nen, 
in some sense which I think would. be understood by all, are not affectively 
neutral towards the 1'lorld and their fe110l1s; this fact has been seized tlpOn by 
field-Tt10rkers and theorists in ve~J many different ways. It seems that, more I 

often than not emotion is seen as a speci.flc motivation for -action; and theories 
in ~1hich emotioll is seen as a specific motivation for bellaviour have a tendency 
to be of an impressionistic or ad hoc character. This is not necessarily a 
point against motivat ion tl\eories; there are probably reasonable grounds for 
saying that evsr.J person has some kind of intu.itive grasp of tIle affective life 
of every other person regardless 'of culture. But,· 't'rhile one might be ready to 
admit the generality of phenomena irlhich could be categorized as fear, hate, joy, 
love, etc., it would be impossible to establish a priori rdlat would be the 
specific occasions for such outbursts. 

Emotionality can be seen as part of the symbolic system of a culture, 
and inappropriate emotionali~, as our own psychiat~ shows, can be classified 
as mad. Before a reasol18..ble use'may be made of "ell1o~ion as an analytic cOl1cept 
it is clearly necessary for one to have a grasp of the idiom in ltlhich· tIle pheno

'. meno~ described as emotion occurs.. As Durklleim recogluzed in Th.e L11ementary: 
L9~, the p-qblic expression of emotio11 may have a highly conventionalized 
as:.)8ct'; emotionali-cy mayor "may nC)t be "true" emotionality hOlfever passionate 
seening its m.anifestation. 

[

But for all its use in anthropological discourse , it striltes me that, on
 
the whole, remarkably little of interest has been said about the social nature
 
of emotions. Yet .emotionality is a critical experience of ·life and it has been
 
possible for some to say that it is virtually life itself, or so essential to
 
life tllat it would be impossible to imagine its absence; curious that so little
 
Sl10uld be knO'tffi of it ~-T11en deductive considerations .indicate tl1at its natt.1.re
 
must be profotmdly social. Here I lo.11 indicate some possible approaches to
 
its study; for this purpose I llill briefly examine ~lilliam .James' opinions
 
on the subject.
 

James' theory was physiologically based; he believed that every different 
"emotion had· a different physical manifestation: "~lere we to go through the 't"1hole 
list of emotions lfhich have been named by men, and study their organic mani
festations, 11e should but ring· the changes on the elements. ~ • Rigidity of this 
muscle, relaxation of that, constriction of the arteries here, dilation there ••• 
etc., etc.·, " (James' Principles of P·sychology: 447).". He finds this tedious 
and proceeds on to a'genera.l formulation. "Our natural vlay of tl1inking about ••• 
emotions is ~hat the mental perception of some fact excites the mental affection 
called tIle emotion, aJ.ld that tllis latter state of mind gives rise tOo the bodily 
expression. My theory, on the contraJ;7, is that the bodily changes follo1il 
directly the perception of the exciting fact, "and that" our feeling of ·the 
same changes as they occur IS tIle emotion" (449). Emotion in short, is a 
reflex in much the same way as is the jerking of an arm unexpectedly lJut on 
an open flame. 

There are many possible objections to this tlleory; I lfill fonTarcl one of
 
potelltial interest to social anthropology. ~ve might- ask- vl11at justification
 
James has for stating t~t tIle feeling of an emtoion is subsequent to the
 
perception of tIle object Wllich aroused it. It seems far more plauSible that,
 
when an emotion is found to be in association with a perception, they occur
 
simultaneously, and that the emotion is an integral part of the symbolic
 
content of tIle thil1g perceived; this implies that emotion is a part of some

tIling ~mich might be described as tlle le.xicon of a language.
 

If the view that emotion can best be treated as a part of l~,guages is
 
viable, then emotionali~ and specific' emotional responses are lea~led in the
 
same Tt1ay that verbal language is leal"l1.ed and··in the same contexts. Language
 
is pick:ed up t11rough experience, and at first- very largely through simple
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ostention - 'that is a knife 'I 'that ~t; and tl'lis is follo't"led by increasing 
ability to deal with a.bs,tract.io~ ·and to' use the generative rules of langu.age 
v1ith faci!ity. Emotion is a part of prj,mitive, .exPerience in' much the same l'1SY 
that language is, but with the difference .that'emotion is internally generated; 
however tIlls can make no essential diffe~ance; theenotional. resp<;>nse to an 
external event is as much a part of the meaning of this event as are the external 
sensory data which gave word of it; in fact it mi@lt be said that tIle effective 
response is really the only thing in terms of which the event can be evaluated. 

But emotion vlill only be evoked under some circumstances, and many objects 
of eXl'erience lull to a large degree be affectively neutral. Language per ~ 

mayor may not be associated with affect-arousing situations &Ld I think that 
it· is a valid assumption that language and emotion are theoretically separable 
thougll not necessarily alvlays separate. l'U1B.t tllis seems ~o, mean is that lTOrdS 

and linguistic rules have no necessary sway over the experiencing of events of 
great subjective importance. It further seems .to. imply that experiences may 
occur for 'tfhicl1 there is, no ready categorical slot within the . person ex
periencing them. This idea is of relevance to pSJTchopatl1010gy and °co the cross
cultural study of emotion; the fonner can' be illustrated through the follo't'd11g 
quotation from Karl Jasperts General Psychopatllo1ogy (113): 

TIle elementary break-t1u'ough of experiences, "1hich are not ·understandable 
in tlleir genesis, is manifested in unattached feelings. If t11ey are to become 
meaninc~ul to the,subject, these feelings must first search for an object or 
try to create one~ For instance, unattached anxiety is very common in 
depressivestat'es, so is a contentless euphoria in manic states ••• so are 
tIle feelings roused at the start of a pregnancy and in tIle early states of a 
psychosis. Driven by an almost inescapable need to give some content to such 
feelings, patients 'tiill often supply some content of their Ol'm (delusions). 

Tllis refers to persons of more or less our Olm culture. It is possible 
that, where oth.er. cultures can interpret theirenotional experiences in Jcerms 
of spirits, multiple souls, witcllcraft, etc., 'tve are only offered tIle option of 
going mad. 

It should be noted at tllis point that I have avoided any definition of 
emotion. Psychologists I1ave increasingly come to believe tl1at emotion 
cannot be defined in terms of those stirrings which are commonsensically held 
to be emotions; vfith each addition to a catalogue, of tllis nature, any 
technical usefulness for the iford 'emotion' steadily decreases. It nould seem 
far more useful to define emotion in a developmental and behaviouristic 
manner. This in fact is the way ill 'ttlhich it lfould have to be defined, if I 
am to consider emotion a part of language in tIle broad sense; it is absurd to 
talk of an infant feeling pride, or any sophisticated affective perception 
at all, and equally suspect -'co suppose that such feelings as pride come int 0 

being as auch at some definable developmental stage. 'ile must begin witIl primeval 
affective responses, and observe them as they differentiate, perhaps fran a 
simple predisposition to activity, Jcbrough tIle avoidance and approach 
responses associated tlith pleasure and pain, etc.. This is surely not to 
imply that tIle problem is likely to be a simple one; hOvlever I am given 110pe 
by the psychologists l1ho find that complex affective states may be built out 
of simpler elements. 

If emotions and language are inctllcated in the same way, and to some 
extent in conjunction, tl1en it scems evident that there should be significant 

•	 differences be~1een tile emotional aspects of the symbolic systems of different 
cultures. But tllere nonetheless all'1ays remains tIle fact t1lat tllese systems 
are inculcated anew in each individual, and that gross differences may exist 

•	 betueen individuals of the same culture as a result of different handling• 

And given that an individual learns a symbolic system directly, as built 
out of his OlIn experience, it is at tIle same time true tllat a symbol system is 
enforced on him, and tIns system in~ludes manifestations of enlotionality, 
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publically enjoi:ned as SUCll or implicitly in 't116 belluviour ~atterns of others. 
Ego sees others acting emotionally (as we would describe it) in certain 
contexts, and learns 110l'1 to do so himself if not called Sllort; this fact 
introduces a real complication into a:ny empirical study of emotion. Just 110lT 

does the individual come tobellave as he doe,S? And l'lhat, after all, does 
this mean to him? 

~lichael Kenny 
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STEREOTYPES Ill. LITmtATURE AIID SCIIDrCE 

Every societ~T has. a number of images of itself and of .othe r societies. 
These images correspond to the anthropologist's conception of a 'model', the 
device by 't'lhich order is ~de of chaos, discontinuity out of contint1.ity, so that 
tIle 'myriad impressions.- ''lith whicll 'tfe are 'bombarded', tIle tf1yx of sensations t, 
can be selected, discriminated and therefore made intelliGible. Tllis model is 
a heuristic device/and its basis t if we are to accept Levr~trausst conception 
of mind, lies in tile veI'J'''' categories of the l1uman conscioUsness 1'1hich provides 
the· possibility for a fundamental taxonomy for classifying the universe. Thus 
~he model involves a process of selection from experience rather than re
production of it,l so in the ve~ nature of a cross-eultural 'image' lie the 
seeds of its distortion of 'reality'. 

Tllis image, then, is to be seen as part of the total system of classifi
cation of a people. And it is thus important to understand the criteria by 
uhich tlle classification is made in order to understand fully 110vl it operates 
on the ground. Mary Douglas, in her analysis of Judaic classification,2 Sl10vlS 

how the criteria are not merely related to economic, 'functional' aspects of 
life but are to be explained in terms of tIl<+> total cosmology; the pig is for
bidden because it is an anomaly in tIle system, not because pork is hamful in 
hot climates. Levi-Strauss3 adds some more examples to those cited by Durklleim 
and }:Iauss4 in explaining the same principle, and adds that tlley are 'evidence 
of thot~ht which is experienced in all the exercises of specUlation and resembles 
tl1at of tIle naturalists and alchemists of antiquity and the middle a.ges. I And 
11e provides an example ~fhich leads us directly into our present concern, l1ith 
that aspect of the classification system by 'tlhich members of other human groups 
are pigeon-holed; 'The Omaha Indians', he ifntea iconsider one of tIle main dif
ferences betlreen themselves and the wllites to be that "Indians never pick flovlers it , 

that is, never piclced them for ·pleasure' .5 

The reason for this .criterion being applied is that 'plants have sacred 
uses lmown (only) to the secret o'tmers· 'and thus tIle use of them defines those 
~'litllin the culture, who b.ave access to partioular plants, and those 't'litll0Ut w'110 
have no such restrictions~ Among tIle Lugbara all important criterion is distance 
those more thana certain distance from tIle home culture are conceived of as up
side do~m; tI1US tillite people in tlleir own lands 't"lalk on tl1eir heads.6 And 
Evans-Pritchard provides a diagram in !'Teur ~eligion which SllOWS the Nuer at the 
centre of a series. of concentric circles by 't'lhich the farther one moves out the 
mo~~ people are regarded us strangers.7 Distances and indigenous superiority, 
hOvTever, are not the only· oriteria, or even inQispensable ones; in ~Ielanesia 

~he myth of the tt-ro brothers explains that tIle 'tfhite .brother is superior to the 
black according to the economico-relig~ous criterion of access to power and 
goods.8 The missionary, l1ho seemed at first to be providing a ritual key to 
access to EtU'opean goods and pOlrler, is thus identified lrlith the 'good' lThite 
brotller of the myth llho is traditionally expected to help his black brother; 
ltlhile those Europeans vmo merely took without giving are related to tIle trad
itional lIhite brother vlho refuse·d to close t]s gap llith the poorer black. TIle 
myth provides a ready-made framel'lOrk into l'lhich tlle actions of various European 
arrivals can be placed,' and tllerefore understood according to traditional 
values. . 

The validation that a myth can give to the gramew'rork of thought in 't'J'hich 
the members of another GTOUP or culture can be 'placed' is a key to our 
understanding of tIle nature ot inter-group relations. The frame~~lork may be 
given force by contemporary political and economic conditions btU; it must derive 
validation and authority from tlle '!ilider system of values of a society•• 

* .:~ * * 
The sources or the image of tprimitiva' man in 19t1l century El1g~d (and 

still today to some extent) are customarily' found in psychology, in politics 
and economic exploitation. TIle notion that primitive man 't'las inferior, less 
intelligeilt, and less capable of managing his ovrn affail~s through an inherent 
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childishness, predilection to anarchy etc. is ass1..uned to derive from the 
exigencies of exploitation, from a need to justify the domination of "Glla black 
man by the white. These political and economic considerations obviously played 
a large part in the dissemination and accepta.l1Ce of the image, but t11ey do not 
account for the origin and nature of the image itself; it is tIle object of this 
article to go beyond tIlese l'lell-uorlted tllemes to posit t1rl0 fUl"tller ele1l1ents in 
tIle formation of the image of. the 'savage'; (a) Scie11ce, w11ich gave the image 
authori ty al1d provided the frarae~Tork of tIle model. (b) Literature, ~Thicll gave 
tIle image popular currency, added its Olm authority and moulded it in torms of 
tIle literary tradition, and lfllich provides us today .oldtIl an empiricalo source 
for generalisations about tpopulal~ images t and 'tIle popular mind r since they 1'1S1"'e 
given concrete expression through such litera~ure. 

Recalling ~That bas, been said about ~lle nature of classification systems, 
and the fact tllat an iniage of another socie~J must be seen as part of such a 
total system, it is inevitable that :-re must loo:{r to the source of validation for 
tIle system and to its medium of eJq')ression, in order to fully understand hO't"l tIle 
system operates, and in particular that part of tIle system 't'lhicll 11e are interested 
in, tIle image of other people. During the period in European Ilistory that "VIe are 
concerned 1'lit11 the breakdol"m of tIle authority of t11e Bible led to a shift in 
values and in sources of authority for tllose values. 9 Aild in the re-integration, 
tIle nel"r syntllesis10 Science served to some extent to fill the gap, to provide 
the authority and validation for current values. In treating of the relatioll 
be-evTeen cultl.,'tres at this time lie must tllUS look: for the source of autIlority for 
many English ideas about other ct1.1tures to tIle science of tIle day, and in parti
cular Itoo anthropology ~1hich claimed to be dealing directly with this problem. 
And in this case anthropology not only had tIle autIlority, it also had a ready
made model whicll the pUblic could use asconvelliently as the ~lelanesians used° 

tIle cmyth of tIle two brotllers. 

And ,"rhen 'ttle look at the sltuation on the ground and realise the close 
cormection of science and literature f scientists mld l1'riters,· in'Victorian 
England and see the extent to vrbich popular novels, the million plus 'best 
seller' reflect and continue the debates gOi11g on at "the British Academy and the 
Anthropological Sooc.iety of London, lle cannot bu:t accept that th.ere are empirical 
grounds too for tracing much of tIle image of tIle 'prinlitive l back to popular 
literature and science. ° 

* '* * * 

Blumenbachl1 in 1781 traced tIle history of tIle use of 'race t as an 
element in tIle taxonomy of manJcind only a fevl generations proviOt,1S to his ovm 
'tiork. He himself contribu.1Lied to the use of tIle term and introduced, in Ilia 
fiva-told division~ the vTord 'Caucasll1il' to cover the most beautiful' race, 
th~e 't"lhite one. Bendyshe pro.phetically declares in Ilia introduction that, 
havL,g be~n introduced by Blumenbach to the sciences, the races will remain 
there.12 And subsequent. classificationsl3 cOlltinuedBlumenbach's confusion of 
'external' and 'internal r cllaracteristics, so that along l'1i th hair, colour, and 
skull shape suell value-loaded aspects of h~u.man nature as attractiveness, temper
ament a.nd. ability 't1ere taken into account, and assumed to be translliitted 
biologically from one generation to anotller in a givell race. To understand tIle 
scientOists 1 concep,tion of other societi~s in tIle last t't:TO hundred years 't"Te must 
thus discern °the criteria used; in discussing tIle attitude of Victorian society 
to the llegro there is no point try~ to prove whether the negro is less, luore 
or as intelligent as the white man out rather whether tile criterion of intelli
gence makes any contribution to our understandlllg of bot11 negroes and 'Vlbites. 
Tlle acceptance of the frame)"10rk provided by tIle sciellt ists -meant that both sides 
started from a false prewise and it is ~lis framework tmich the anthropologist 
today must reconsider in any discussion of race. TIle quality of omuch of tIle 
mass media today in its representation of otller cultures makes suell obvious 
points t"lortil repeating. '} 

The 19t1l centtlljr taxonomy owed much to the medieval 'Great Chain of 
Being' (tnrhich Ldvi-Strauss compared to other systems of classification, 'ad
vailced and primitive t , above) vlhereby tIle vlhole natural vlorld ~las divided accord
ing to a llierarcIlical cllain of categories 'truth, inevitably, ~fu.n at tIle top14 
The grol'ling floli' of information on other cultures during the 19th century led 
to a debate among scientists and anthropologists as to uhere tIle many different 
types of mankiJ.ld could fit in this great chain, the hierarchical quality of which 
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lvas ;supported by tIle ve'rJT nature of Victorian class-eonscious society.15 TIle 
un~t adopted for pigeon-l1oling men in this hierarchy vIas t11at of race ~'jhic11, as 
1~e have sGen,leant itself to etlmocentric yalue-judgements. And with tIle dil
emma of 1'101'1 tIle SUPIJOsed equality of man could be recollcil·ed ui th "t'That seeJJled 
obvious evidence of the inferiority of SOfJe ·men, the hierarchy 1'TaS SUbStlmed 
beneath an evolutionary framework that was reinforced by the discoveries of 
biology and of Darwin. It could tllUS be scientifically asserted that, w'hile all 
men were ultimately equal, some were below others on tl~ evolutiona~J tree so 
had to be looked after by tlleir sttperior brethren until they had progressed 
fur.tIler. 

TIle taxnomy of race, the acceptance of botl1' '"internal t and t external' as 
criteria of classification 'and features of lleredity and the hierarchical, 
evolutionary framework in which the Ullit was race, provided scientists, politi
cians, travellers and priests 1'1itl'l a model in 't'lhich tlleir Ol~nl wIllms aJ.ld vested 
interests could receive tIle validD.t'ion of science. 'rIle politician could claim 
that those in an earlier stage of developraent needed guidance from above, and 
while some used the scheme for deliberate exploitation, others genuinely believed 
in 'the w'llit e man t s burdent; tIle anthropologists could classify races acco rding 
to hovl friendly 11e found tllem to be, hOl'" religious, intelligeut, industrious, 
clean, moral, honest etc.; repressed menbers of Victorian socie~ could 'project' 
their sublimated desires, restricted by a strict code of morals, onto tIle members 
·-of-··otlier"cultures;16 and idealists and rO.mantics···could ... see ill tIle nec:'rlleSS of 
primitive man to humani~ts primeval origins scientific proof of the. 'noble 
savab~ I tl~e!ile. The model w'as everytl1ing to everyman; and to look for the ex
planation of tIle phenomenon of Victorian racism only in tlle particular political 
aJ:ld economic forces of the day is to miss the basis of the phenomenon, lJ'hicll lies 
in a science tllat proyided both the a'Lltl10rity for the model U11d Jche frarael'10rk 
of tl~ model itself. 

The man in· the sJcreet, how'ever, did not read the treatises of Blumenbach 
or de Gobineau, though he may 't"lell have heard, or read in his newspapers, what 
lIas made of t~.lem by Knox and later Hunt. TIle model, though, percolated througll 
and along with it the teChniques for its application and tl~ authority for such 
usage. ,And the medium for the dissemination of scie11tific views vlas tIle mass 
media; tilis may il~lud.e sermons from tIle pUlpit, such nells!rl0rthy events as the 
ape versus angel controversJr at Oxford, tIle repercussions of tIle Jamaica ·uprising, 
the Great Exhibition and tIle travels of LivinGstone. But the partictl.lar feature 
,·vle are concerned with here is popular fiction, whicil 'toTe can use from our 20th 
century vantage point as an index for what t1le 'man in the street' thOUgllt at 
tl1at time. 

A'spate of novels about Britain's overseas territories and the activities 
of travelliers &ld colonists arose in tl~ 1880 t s to replace the introverted 
domestic 'novel with tales of dramatic open-air events in exotic lands. And 
this literature', provided bJT suell l"lriters as Kipling, Rider IIaggard, John Buchan, 
Bertram lIitford, Edgar ~'lallace and Conan Doyle, many of. 1i1hom had spent some time 
in tIle countries they dramatised provided 'the public vIith t.~).eir 'knowledge I of 
the peoples of these exotic lands. 17 But the iiterature itself, for all its' . 
indiVidual variations from author to autllor"J .had····inherited a traditional frame
lTork of its olm, and 't1as SUbject to certain conventions and techniques which 
further served to delimit the ethnography according to English concepts and 
values. 

The noble savage tradition took a I1ard blo1tl l1hen travellers began to bring 
back; tales of savagery but it never died entirely and tIle literature of tIle 
period revolves around the debate between 'primitivism' and 'progress', trlhich' 
Lois 11hitney has .traced back to the 18th cent~J.18 Given tIle .framework of the 
discussion and tIle criterion of 'progress' romantic vlri-ters could transfer their 
tradiJ~io11al themes into contemporary jargon.' In some cases a reconciliaJcion is 
atteL...1Pted by presenting the llhite LJan' as .a noble savage, as in tIle Tarzan 
stories;19 in ma11y the tramel-lork of tIle journey to a lost lanq. enables tIle gap 
be~leen advances, &ld 'primitive'to be represented in· vivid, imagindtive 
symbols, huge mountaill ranges, sun-blistered deserts and gaping chasms, far 
more memorable tI1an tIle scientific treatises that 1"Tere making the saLle point; 
tIle old chivalric tradi"c.ion lived on to. pr~~enJc tIle exotic land as a dream 
vlorld, ,a faery land in '"lInch the traveller~ are. s~l1g'knights and the in
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habitants strange, grotesque, il1l1uriian figures vIllose disturbing •foreigness f is
 
further emphasised by tIle Gothic style in ll11icb. ])la~1"':.r of th~~:h~ novels tIera
 
trritten. T}~.e. vcry nature of such fiction, tl:~c cree":J~on of flat, one-dimensional
 
figures 1~~0se character can be inferred from their physical appearance, fits all
 
too neatlJr the scientific confusion of internal and external characteristics. }~ld
 

0tIle noble savage tradition, in'Vlhich shepherds, 'natives', and childre:i111era all
 
attributed similar qualities, likewise fits the sc~entific theory that primitive
 
men, being earli~r stages in tbe evolutionary development of illuropeall m.an, could
 
be seen as children where the European races were adult.
 

Thus tIle traditiolla1 techniques of the medium lrlhich disseruinated ·elle scienti 
fic know'ledge of the age to a vrider public contributed to tb.e frametlork of tll0ught 
in Wllich other cultures vlere considered; science lras strallled tl1rougll the sieve of 
fiction. Any fut~~e travellers would see exotic lands through the spectacles 
provided by science and literature and bring home further repo~ts of. the 'savagery' 
and t primitivel1ess I of other cultux·es to add to the. body of 'proof t validating a 
framevlork tllat vIas tllUS self-sufficient. 

The extentto which political and economic and religious motivations served to 
furtller rei:nforce tIle image, and to fill out its content, must tllUS be considered 
in the light of these two important elements vnlich provided such a cOl1Siderable 
part of tJle model then, and to a disturbingly large extent,· COlltinue to do so 
today. 1nlile the anthropological ideas have been subject to tIle rigou..l"S of 
academic scllo1arship and llave radically chang'ed since tIle 19th celltt:lr~r, the litera
ture which first presented such views to a ~iider p~blic continues to be ~ead and 
tat~ht in schools today and has thus fossilized.mal~ outdated academic ideas in 
a vivid, memo~able lla3r that IJrovides tIle tproof' as 1"Ie11 as the framellorl: for 
many current prejudices. 

Brian v.	 street 
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